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Introduction

If there were a single central contribution that Minnesota has made to American history, it would be its leadership in civil rights, particularly its efforts to advance racial integration in schools and housing. In no other field has the state had such a profound, positive impact on American law, culture, and politics. Minnesota leaders—Black and White, Republican and Democrat—were central to the development of the modern conception of racial civil rights and of an integrated, universal society. They pioneered far-sighted state laws and policies to achieve equality in schools and housing, inventing new ways of thinking about and using government and policy. Without those leaders and their intellectual and political labors, it is difficult to imagine that the core American civil rights laws—the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968—would have been passed in their modern form.

Even more impressive progress occurred at the state and local level, where Minnesota law overcame many of the barriers, legal and political, that had limited the reach of federal statutory rights. Minneapolis would be one of the first cities in the country to pass an enforceable Fair Employment Practices Commission and outlaw racial covenants. In 1955, the state enacted a Fair Employment Practices law; in 1961, a state Fair Housing Act; and in 1967, a comprehensive civil rights law that folded previous legal protections into a powerful state Human Rights Act providing disparate impact causes of action for all forms of discrimination and administrative authority to outlaw de facto segregation.

But if the North Star State had helped lead the United States towards a more just and integrated society, in recent years an equally varied collection of Minnesotans is helping undermine those
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historic accomplishments. Where a cross-partisan consensus once existed in favor of traditional civil rights, today a coterie of Minnesotan leaders are working together to promote ideas that attempt to circumnavigate the thorny issue of equal rights and integration. The leaders include members of both major parties, elected officials, businesspeople, community figureheads, and industry representatives. In a number of notable instances, these leaders have directly defended racial segregation, or even praised its benefits. The reforms being promoted by this group may seem new—even innovative—at first glance. But those reforms defend and perpetuate the very old, and deeply entrenched, system of racial segregation. These are Minnesota’s neo-segregationists.

Neo-segregationists use the purported defeat of Jim Crow to advance a set of solutions which leave racial enclaves untouched. They assert that—now that Black and Latino families have the legal right to live in any neighborhood they wish, and formal school segregation is nominally prohibited—any continuing racial patterns reflect a choice by those same families to live separately. Many maintain that not only is this choice clearly expressed, but it is in fact preferable and ultimately beneficial to the solidarity and economic prosperity of the groups in question. Despite overwhelming evidence of Black and Latino preference for integrated neighborhoods and decades of academic study showing the myriad ways that illegal discrimination produces segregation, neo-segregationists accept the status quo as proof that the status quo is desirable and inevitable.

This article traces Minnesota’s civil rights heritage, including its historical contributions to the nation’s movements for racial justice, its local innovations to promote integration and civil rights, and the emergence of the neo-segregationist opposition.

Part I briefly revisits the state’s civil rights history, with an eye towards Minnesota’s important role on the national stage. Part II discusses the pursuit of school integration in the state since Brown v. Board of Education, focusing on the recent resegregation of its schools. Part III discusses Minnesota’s development, and then abandonment, of pioneering housing and urban development policies, which briefly served as a national model for housing integration.

Minnesota has in the past led the nation into progress on civil rights, creating some of the United States’ most integrated schools and neighborhoods. People who would laud these victories can only fear the growing effectiveness of Minnesota’s neo-segregationists,
and hope that, in this respect, the state does not once again act as a bellwether for the nation.

I. Minnesota’s Civil Rights Heritage

Minnesota’s role in the history of civil rights has been unique. Despite spending much of its history as one of the Whitest states, Minnesota has led the nation in passing and supporting foundational civil rights legislation, particularly systemic reforms to housing and schools. The state has also produced a hugely disproportionate share of leaders for racial justice, both Black and White. Some may argue that Minnesota’s very Whiteness and homogeneity gave its political leaders freedom to act on these questions. Yet other equally-White states did not generate equivalent contributions. Instead, Minnesotan civil rights leadership is rooted, in large part, in a continuous intellectual and political heritage that can be traced to the Civil War and the state’s founding years.

A. Early Years

Some of Minnesota’s early territorial political leaders were abolitionists from Massachusetts, Maine, and New York. After the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act (which overruled the Missouri Compromise and allowed the population of each state to decide its own status on slavery), Minnesota entered into the union as a free state in 1858, with both its Democrats and Republicans strongly opposing slavery. Militant abolitionists protested the arrival of slaveholders on the St. Paul levy, at the hotels of slaveholders on vacation during Minnesota’s temperate summers, and “kidnapped” slaves passing through the state in order to shepherd them to freedom. Minnesota’s courts flouted the Supreme Court’s Dred

---


5. See WILLIAM D. GREEN, A PECCULAR IMBALANCE: THE FALL AND RISE OF RACIAL EQUALITY IN EARLY MINNESOTA 71–82 (2007) [hereinafter GREEN, A PECCULAR IMBALANCE] (noting that these leaders settled and were most prominent in St. Anthony Falls).

6. See id. at 73, 82–89 (explaining that while both parties agreed on their opposition to slavery, they differed over the issue of Black suffrage).

Scott decision by freeing slaves brought into the state by slaveholders under the Minnesota Constitution.  

Minnesota was the first state to offer troops in the Civil War. The First Minnesota Volunteers suffered one of the highest casualties of any Northern regiment as they fought at Gettysburg, the turning point of the American Civil War. On the last day of Gettysburg, the First Minnesota seized the Virginia militia’s battle flag. For 150 years, Virginia has demanded its return, President Grover Cleveland ordered its return through an executive order, and Virginians initiated a federal lawsuit claiming Minnesota is in illegal possession of the flag. Minnesota has refused, with former Governor Mark Dayton declaring the captured flag “something that was earned through the incredible courage and valor [sic] men who gave their lives and risked their lives to obtain it,” and that “it would be a sacrilege to return it” to a state planning to commemorate the Confederacy.

Minnesota Congressman Ignatius Donnelly fought to forbid educational segregation in public schools established or aided by federal funds. Minnesota legalized Black suffrage through public referendum two years before congressional ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment. In 1869, Minnesota outlawed racial segregation in its schools and enacted legislation to withhold all state funding to any segregated public school (nearly 100 years

8. The most famous case being that of Eliza Winston, a slave accompanying her mistress on vacation to Minnesota in 1860. Abolitionists brought a writ of habeas corpus, and Winston was freed from her master, who was staying at a lodge on Lake Harriet in Minneapolis. A Hennepin County Judge held that the Minnesota Constitution forbade slavery despite the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling that no state could do so. William D. Green, Eliza Winston and the Politics of Freedom, 57 MINN. HIST. 106, 107–08 (2000).


12. Id.

13. Id.

14. GREEN, A Peculiar Imbalance, supra note 5, at 168.

15. Id. at 148.
before Congress would do the same with passage of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act).  

In 1883, the U.S. Supreme Court in the *Civil Rights Cases* declared that prohibiting discrimination in public accommodations was beyond the reach of Congress under the Fourteenth Amendment.  

Two years later, the Minnesota legislature outlawed segregation in public accommodations under state law.  

In 1921, after a racially motivated lynching in Duluth, Minnesota made lynching a crime decades before Congress would act.  

The national movement toward racial integration in schools and neighborhoods began in St. Paul in 1905 when Frank McGhee, a brilliant Black Minnesota attorney, agreed, in two historic strategy meetings with W.E.B. Du Bois, to form the Niagara movement.  

The movement broke with the separatist policies of Booker T. Washington and would lead to the formation of the NAACP and its central strategy to end apartheid in schools and neighborhoods.  

McGhee would represent this movement by bringing legal actions against Jim Crow in Tennessee and other states.  

McGhee was the first in a series of great Black civil rights lawyers fighting for racial integration, a pantheon that would ultimately grow to include Charles Hamilton Houston and Thurgood Marshall.  

McGhee was a trailblazer: out of Minnesota, a new generation of remarkable Black civil rights leaders would launch their careers, and an unusual number became icons of the national movement. Roy Wilkins, Clarence Mitchell Jr., Anna Arnold Hedgemen, and Whitney Young, who either grew up or started their careers in Minnesota, secured some of the early victories of the modern civil rights movement against racial covenants and employment discrimination in Minneapolis and St. Paul.  

Based on these local achievements, they moved to the national stage to become some of

---

16. *Id.* at 169–70.
17. GREEN, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, supra note 7, at 124–25.
18. *Id.* at 130–32.
20. GREEN, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, supra note 7, at 289–91.
21. *Id.* at 293–94.
22. *Id.* at 298; see also ANGELA JONES, AFRICAN AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHTS: EARLY ACTIVISM AND THE NIAGARA MOVEMENT 224 (2011).
23. See DELTON, supra note 4, at 76, 89.
the most important national Black civil rights leaders. Wilkins would become the national executive director of the NAACP during its years of greatest accomplishment, Young the executive director of the National Urban League, and Hedgemen leader of the movement toward the adoption of the Fair Employment Practices Committee.

These iconic figures, together with Lena Smith, Minnesota’s first Black female lawyer and chair of the Minneapolis NAACP, Nellie Stone Johnson, W. Harry Davis, and Mathew Little, would place racial integration of schools and neighborhoods at the heart of the civil rights movement in Minnesota, later at the center of the national struggle for freedom.

Minnesota experienced early successes that other places did not. As racial covenants and violence stopped residential integration in it tracks in Chicago, Detroit, and almost every northern city, Smith and the Minneapolis NAACP defeated these tactics in a historical struggle in a south Minneapolis neighborhood.

In June of 1931, Arthur and Edith Lee, a Black couple, purchased a home at 4600 Columbus Avenue, in a White neighborhood bordering the “color line.”

24. Id.
27. DELTON, supra note 4, at 88–89.
nightly around their house, throwing stones and firecrackers, and becoming increasingly violent. Rather than back down as others were forced to do all over the country, Lena Smith galvanized the local NAACP, churches, and reform organizations to defend the Lees. Notably, she also personally appealed to progressive Governor Floyd B. Olson, who mobilized the Minnesota National Guard to disperse the crowds. This was unprecedented in racially segregated northern cities. Out of this victory would come the Tilsenbilt homes, likely the first intentionally racially integrated neighborhood in the United States.

B. Emergence of the Civil Rights Movement

Perhaps because of successes like these, many of Minnesota’s political leaders remained strong civil rights advocates throughout the 20th century. This included Republican Party leaders, such as Governors Harold Stassen, Luther Youngdahl, Elmer L. Anderson, Harold LeVander, Al Quie, and Arne Carlson, who remained supportive of civil rights initiatives through the 1990s, even while many of their co-partisans had backed away from racial justice issues. Governor Quie, when he served in Congress, even worked hand in hand with Hubert Humphrey to pass the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

But on the other side of the aisle, the issue had taken on an even greater importance. In 1944, the Minnesota Farmer-Labor Party, a left-leaning, anti-Wall Street, isolationist entity, merged with the more centrist Minnesota Democratic Party.

32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Lena at 100: Celebrating a Civil Rights Icon, MITCHELL HAMLINE (June 14, 2021), https://mitchellhamline.edu/news/2021/06/14/lena-at-100-celebrating-a-civil-rights-icon/ [https://perma.cc/3A8R-B3SY].
38. See DELTON, supra note 4, at 1–18 (providing background on the rise of the Farmer-Labor party and its merger with the Democrats); see generally JOHN EARL HAYNES, DUBIOUS ALLIANCE: THE MAKING OF MINNESOTA’S DFL PARTY (1984) (accounting for the historically fraught struggle between the Democratic and Farmer
Laborites disliked and feared the pro-business, internationalist bent of the Democrats. They agreed to merge only after receiving a clear commitment that the new, joint party would become the national leader in the one area where both factions saw eye-to-eye: civil rights issues. Thus, the question of racial equality and integration became the mortar which fused Minnesota’s DFL party together.

Hubert Humphrey would emerge as the leader of this new party. True to the terms of the merger, Humphrey would, as mayor of Minneapolis, act immediately to fulfill the party’s civil rights agenda. In 1947, civil rights leaders would work with Hubert Humphrey to abolish racial covenants in Minneapolis. Humphrey and the Minneapolis City Council would establish one of the nation’s first fair employment ordinances that same year.

These local accomplishments immediately made Humphrey a national civil rights figure, not to mention a hero of the Americans for Democratic Action, an organization that would become the era’s leading liberal voice for integration. Humphrey built his national reputation as a liberal Democrat interested in human relations and was called on to speak to emerging civil rights organizations throughout the north. “I have an unholy desire to communicate to eastern audiences,” he told a columnist.

With Wilkins, Young, and Mitchell at his side—now national leaders in their own right—not to mention Lena Smith and Nellie Stone Johnson, young Hubert Humphrey would take on the President of the United States and the unified leadership of the Democratic Party to force the inclusion of a pro-integration civil rights plank in the national party platform.

The struggle is nowhere better described than in Robert Caro’s book *The Master of the Senate*. At first, Humphrey was stymied in

---

40. See SOLBERG, supra note 1, at 122–23.
41. DELTON, supra note 4, at 104–10.
42. SOLBERG, supra note 1, at 106.
44. DELTON, supra note 4, at 119.
45. Id.
46. CARO, supra note 43, at 438.
the party’s platform committee. Caro describes Humphrey’s triumphant effort to drive a sea change in the party:

Humphrey was told to his face that speaking for the minority plank would ruin—permanently—his own career. . . . But, Humphrey was also to say, some issues were beyond compromise. “For me personally and for the party, the time had come to suffer whatever the consequences.”

. . .

For once his speech was short—only eight minutes long, in fact, only thirty-seven sentences.

And by the time Hubert Humphrey was halfway through those sentences, his head tilted back, his jaw thrust out, his upraised right hand clenched into a fist, the audience was cheering every one—even before he reached the climax, and said, his voice ringing across the hall, “To those who say we are rushing this issue of civil rights—I say to them, we are one hundred and seventy-two years late.”

“To those who say this bill is an infringement on states’ rights, I say this—the time has arrived in America. The time has arrived for the Democratic Party to get out of the shadow of states’ rights and walk forthrightly into the bright sunshine of human rights.”

“People,” Hubert Humphrey cried, in a phrase that seemed to burst out of him; it was not in the written text. “People! Human beings!—this is the issue of the twentieth century.” “In these times of world economic, political and spiritual—above all, spiritual—crisis, we cannot and we must not turn back from the path so plainly before us. That path has already led us through many valleys of the shadows of death. Now is the time to recall those who were left on the path of American freedom. Our land is now, more than ever before, the last best hope on earth. I know that we can—know that we shall—begin here the fuller and richer realization of that hope—that promise—of a land where all men are truly free and equal.”

. . .

While Humphrey had been speaking, there had been something else that Paul Douglas would never forget: “hard-boiled politicians dabbing their eyes with their handkerchiefs.”

The minority plank would win, 651.5 to 582.5. The Dixiecrats would walk out. Strom Thurmond, as their nominee, would win four states, but Truman would more than make up for this in an increased Black vote in northern states that would carry him to victory.

47. Id. at 438–42.
48. Id. at 443–44.
49. Id. at 444.
50. Id.
51. Id.
After his election to the Senate, Humphrey would come to Washington as a liberal hero, but was initially marginalized by the Senate’s political leadership. However, events eventually quickened the pace of progress.

Congressional liberals were empowered by developments like the 1954 *Brown* decision, and the emergence of Martin Luther King, Jr. and his work on the Montgomery bus boycott. Episodes like the Little Rock Crisis and the growth of massive resistance began to impress upon Lyndon Johnson, at the time Senate Majority Leader, the importance of making headway on civil rights if he wanted to ever lay claim on the Democratic presidential nomination.

In this, Humphrey had a role to play. He began to serve as Majority Leader Johnson’s conduit to the liberal faction of the legislature, and in that capacity helped Johnson break the Senate gridlock that had prevented the passage of civil right legislation for the past 80 years. The 1957 and 1960 Civil Rights Acts were not substantive, but they represented a breaking of a dam, and suggested that future progress was on its way.

In 1963, civil rights leaders organized the March on Washington, arguably the most important single civil rights demonstration in modern history. Of the “Big Six” who organized the March, three would be Minnesotans. In addition to Dr. King, John Lewis, and James Farmer, the six included Roy Wilkins, Whitney Young, and Anna Arnold Hedgemen, representing the NAACP, National Urban League, and National Council of Churches, respectively (the latter taking the place of A. Phillip Randolph, the aging head of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters).

52. *See Solberg*, supra note 1, at 133–39 (noting that Humphrey, initially hailed by *Time* as the “[n]o. 1 prospect for liberalism in this country,” received low level committee appointments, was referred to as a fool by Senate leader Dick Russell, had his favored legislation blocked, and was publicly embarrassed by the questioning of Senator Robert Taft).


54. *Id.* at 132–63.


56. *Id.* at 79; *Caro*, supra note 43, at 1032–33.


Humphrey’s larger role would come after the March, as the floor leader for the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, whose major planks involved employment and public accommodation. Title VI allowed the Justice Department to commence school desegregation suits and the cutoff of federal funds to segregated schools and public housing. The bill would take the whole summer of 1964, and Humphrey’s legislative genius, especially bringing Illinois Republican Everett Dirksen into the fold, would be central to its passage.

The leaders of the 1960s saw segregation as a central mechanism by which Black Americans were oppressed and understood the elimination of segregation to be a core aim, if not the core aim, of the entire movement. In his famous speech during the March on Washington, and over 100 other speeches and writings, King condemned segregation:

But 100 years later, the Negro is still not free. One hundred years later, the life of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segregation and the chains of discrimination. One hundred years later, the Negro lives on a lonely island of poverty in the midst of a vast ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years later, the Negro is still languished in the corners of American society and finds himself in exile in his own land.

King was an unambiguous foe of segregation in schools and neighborhoods. He would write:

[If democracy is to live, segregation must die. Segregation is a glaring evil. It is utterly unchristian. It relegates the segregated to the status of a thing rather than elevate him to the status of the person. Segregation is nothing but slavery covered up with certain niceties of complexity. Segregation is a blatant denial of the unity which we all have in Christ Jesus.]

Although the legal distinction between “de facto” and “de jure” segregation was not widespread at the time, writings from the period make it clear that leaders’ concerns about segregation were not restricted to the mere existence of discriminatory laws, but the actual fact of racial separation. Humphrey himself would make this clear in his 1964 book Integration vs Segregation:

59. SOLBERG, supra note 1, at 221–27.
61. See SOLBERG, supra note 1, at 223–27 (highlighting that Humphrey publicly praised and cultivated the support of Senator Dirksen from the start, constantly asking for his input and choosing to have negotiations take place in Dirksen’s office).
62. Martin Luther King, Jr., I Have a Dream, Address at the March on Washington (Aug. 28, 1963).
63. Martin Luther King, Jr., Facing the Challenge of a New Age, Address at the First Annual Institute on Nonviolence and Social Change (Dec. 3, 1956).
A first essential is to comprehend the magnitude of the problem [of segregation] as it exists now, after generations of segregated education. In any part of the nation today, a Negro baby has only half the chance of completing high school, and one-third the chance of completing college, as a white baby born at the same time and place. And today, almost a decade after the Supreme Court ruling against segregated education, only about 9 per cent of the more than three million Negro children of school age in the southern and border states attend integrated schools.  

And:

[O]ur society cannot refuse the Negro an equal education and then refuse to employ him in a decent job on the grounds that he is untrained. We cannot follow a deliberate policy of apartheid and then say we refuse to have our children associate with the Negro because of differences in behavior. Such differences as exist result from this very pattern of forcing the Negro’s exclusion from the mainstream of American life.

... But if responsible leaders fail to act affirmatively and constructively, they lose the battle. If they wait for “public opinion to jell,” the leadership role inevitably will be seized by racial extremists. Public opinion must be considered in shaping policy, but policy in itself is a powerful determinant of that opinion. For the successful desegregation and integration of our schools and communities, resolute leadership is essential.  

C. The Fair Housing Act

No single piece of civil rights legislation has stronger Minnesota ties than the Civil Rights Act of 1968, also known as the Fair Housing Act.

Throughout the 1960s, civil rights campaigners had pushed for government action to eliminate segregation in housing. These fair housing advocates had seen little success at the federal level but had won some limited victories in state and local contexts. This was especially true in Minnesota, where both the city of Minneapolis and the state itself were early adopters of fair housing legislation.  

64. *Integration vs Segregation* 2 (Hubert H. Humphrey ed., 1964).
65. *Id.* at 6–7.
66. *See generally* Juliet Z. Saltman, *Open Housing as a Social Movement* (1971) (studying the housing movement at the national and local levels during the 1950s and 1960s).
67. *Id.* at 127–28 (noting that New York, Denver, Los Angeles, and Seattle all had fair housing programs that ranged from limited to tremendous success).
In 1966, Dr. King campaigned for the Fair Housing Act in Chicago. Dr. King’s efforts in the suburbs of Chicago were met with violence. Riots broke out in Watts and Cleveland shortly thereafter. Nearly 160 riots occurred across the country in July and August of 1967.

As a result, progress on fair housing legislation had ground to a halt by January 1968. Regardless of the fact that they were in fact rooted in segregation, the riots created a backlash. Exploiting White fear coming out of the riots, conservative forces picked up many seats in the 1966 election, and Ronald Reagan rose to prominence as the governor of California.

As had happened with Humphrey twenty years prior, it was left to a young Minnesotan to spur representatives to abandon their course of inaction. With fair housing in a tough political spot, thirty-eight-year-old Walter Mondale was able to take leadership on the issue.

Ed Brooke of Massachusetts and Mondale co-authored a strong new fair housing amendment to an unrelated bill already moving through the Senate. By pre-arrangement Humphrey himself was presiding over the bill and allowed Mondale to offer the amendment.

---


70. Mondale, Afterword, supra note 69, at 291.


73. Mondale, Afterword, supra note 69, at 291; see also LAMB, supra note 71, at 43–45 (noting that the legislation likely would not have later passed in 1968 had Dr. King not been murdered).


75. Mondale’s account of the passage of the Fair Housing Act is available in several sources. See, e.g., Walter F. Mondale, Address to the 2015 National Fair Housing Conference (Sept. 1, 2015); Mondale, Afterword, supra note 69.

76. Mondale, Afterword, supra note 69, at 291.

77. Id.
Southern senators launched a filibuster against the bill, and three cloture votes failed. But on the day of the third vote, the Kerner Commission, tasked by President Johnson with uncovering the roots of the 1967 riots, finally released its report. It attributed the riots to “residential segregation and the conditions of the ghetto.” Helpfully, the report urged passage of a comprehensive fair housing bill to prevent similar riots.

The Kerner report’s breadth and strong prescriptive conclusions jarred the fair housing law out of gridlock. Several years earlier, in 1966, Minority Leader Dirksen had declared Mondale’s fair housing proposal unconstitutional. But with calls for action now coming from the public, from civil rights leaders, and from the Kerner Commission, he now expressed openness to compromise. With assistance from President Johnson, the bill passed the Senate.

In the House, the law stalled again, this time in the Rules Committee. But on April 4th, Dr. King was shot in Memphis, triggering riots nationwide, with one of the most severe outbreaks of violence happening in Washington, D.C. itself. Forced to react, the House passed the bill on April 10th, and the Fair Housing Act was signed into law the next day.

In 2017, Mondale would reflect on the Act:

Above all Congress intended—as the Supreme Court recently held—that the Fair Housing Act serve as a new, powerful tool to end racial residential segregation and to replace racial ghettos with vibrant and racially integrated neighborhoods. The events of the late 1960s highlighted how deeply interwoven segregation was into the social fabric of American cities, and how concertedly American institutions had worked to maintain it. Racial separation, once enforced as policy, was now perpetuated as a matter of habit through the actions of public

78. Id. At the time, sixty-seven votes were needed to end a filibuster. Id.
79. Id. at 291–92.
80. Id. at 292.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. See id. ("I called President Johnson and told him that Bob Bartlett of Alaska wanted the filibuster to remain a strong tool for small states like Alaska, but that he also badly wanted a certain federal construction project. After a moment’s silence, I heard the president say, ‘Thank you,’ and there was a click. Bob Bartlett voted for cloture and we ended the filibuster . . . .").
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id.
agencies and private citizens alike. Especially after the Kerner Commission report, Congress understood that integration was the only mechanism for attacking the root causes of the discrimination and suffering that plagued American cities. Halting segregation, dismantling it, and building integration were the overriding objectives of the [Fair Housing Act], the end goals towards which all its provisions were to be directed.\footnote{99}

For over a century, Minnesota has blazed a trail on civil rights in ways large and small. Its advocates and activists were instrumental in forging the 20th century’s civil rights movement, and from the end of World War II, its elected leaders have been at the front lines of the legislative battle to fulfill the promise of Brown v. Board of Education and to make the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment a lived reality in American society. These courageous individuals risked their careers, endured threats and abuse, and two leaders—Hubert Humphrey and Walter Mondale—paid the ultimate political price, losing the presidency to opponents who campaigned on White reactionary and segregationist sentiment.\footnote{90}

II. School Desegregation

Like in almost all of America’s major cities, schools in Minneapolis and St. Paul were racially segregated in the first half the 20th century.\footnote{91} However, the city’s residents—and the state government—embraced desegregation efforts more readily than many others. Starting in the 1960s, various governmental entities in Minnesota began to proactively attack school segregation. Minn. Stat. § 123B.30, first enacted in 1959, forbade segregation on penalty of losing funding:

No district shall classify its pupils with reference to race, color, social position, or nationality, nor separate its pupils into different schools or departments upon any of such grounds. Any district so classifying or separating any of its pupils, or denying school privileges to any of its pupils upon any such ground shall forfeit its share in all apportioned school funds for any apportionment period in which such classification, separation, or exclusion shall occur or continue.\footnote{92}

In 1967, the state added an additional anti-segregation provision to the Minnesota Human Rights Act forbidding local

\footnote{89. Id.}

\footnote{90. See LAMB, supra note 71, at 45; DELTON, supra note 4, at xii–xiii.}


\footnote{92. MINN. STAT. § 123B.30 (2020).}
school districts from “discriminat[ing] in any manner in the full utilization of or benefit from any educational institution, or the services rendered thereby to any person because of race, color, creed . . . .” Discrimination is expressly defined to include segregation or separation. The law also defined a discriminatory practice to “exclude, expel, or otherwise discriminate against a person seeking admission as a student, or a person enrolled as a student because of race, color, creed . . . .”

By the early 1970s, state educational policy started galvanizing against segregation in earnest. Although federal law had begun to distinguish between de jure and de facto segregation, the Minnesota Board of Education announced its intention to regulate and reduce both types in 1967. In 1973, the Minnesota Department of Education promulgated its first desegregation rule. This rule applied flexible racial ratios in accordance with the Supreme Court’s approved remedial framework outlined in *Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education*.

Near simultaneously, local efforts to end racial segregation in schools begin to bear fruit—although not without some resistance in local government. In the late 1960s, a collection of parents sought to combine two South Minneapolis elementary schools, Field and Hale, one of which was predominantly Black and the other of which was predominantly White. After successfully combining, both schools served all children in the area, with students attending Hale kindergarten through third grade and Field fourth through sixth grade.

A federal school desegregation lawsuit, *Booker v. Special School District No. 1*, was filed against Minneapolis, resulting in a court-enforced desegregation order in 1972. The decision creating the order cited “optional attendance zones,” the “size and location of

94. MINN. STAT. § 363A.03(13) (2020).
95. MINN. STAT. § 363A.13(2) (2020).
97. See id.
98. Id. at 2; see *Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ.*, 402 U.S. 1 (1971).
100. See id.
schools,” “transfer policies,” and “racially motivated” boundaries as evidence of *de jure* segregation by the district.\(^\text{102}\) For the following decade, the court helped guide policies such as school boundary decisions and conducted annual reviews of the district’s progress towards integration.\(^\text{103}\)

In the mid and late 1970s, the Minneapolis district and the state battled over the scope and reach of Minnesota desegregation rules. In 1978, the state released an administrative rule that would regulate not just intentional *de jure* segregation but also *de facto* segregation.\(^\text{104}\) Local districts argued such a rule was impermissible, but in a 1978 Statement of Need and Reasonableness (SONAR), the Minnesota Attorney General and statewide Board of Education declared that such authorities were clearly intended by the state legislature.\(^\text{105}\)

The Minneapolis district retaliated by challenging the state’s authority to regulate *de facto* segregation in administrative proceedings, both on constitutional and state law grounds.\(^\text{106}\) An administrative law judge upheld the state’s regulation of *de facto* segregation and rejected every aspect of Minneapolis’s challenge.\(^\text{107}\) The judge found ample constitutional grounding for Minnesota’s rules in the Supreme Court’s 1971 *Swann* decision, which clearly distinguished between target racial ratios and prohibited quotas or racial balancing.\(^\text{108}\) The opinion upheld the state’s authority to forbid *de facto* segregation by examining the § 123B.30 statutory prohibition of segregation and the even broader prohibition of the Minnesota Human Rights Act.\(^\text{109}\) The opinion noted that the legislature had acquiesced to these regulations by repeatedly

\(^{102}\) Id. at 804, 809.

\(^{103}\) Many of the records related to the *Booker* decision are difficult to access today and perhaps lost altogether—a not uncommon predicament for desegregation plaintiffs. However, in 1978, midway through the courts’ oversight of the *Booker* decision, one challenge to the case rose to the federal circuit courts, where it was defeated. *See* *Booker v. Special Sch. Dist. No. 1*, 585 F.2d 347 (8th Cir. 1978).
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funding transportation, construction, and other activities undertaken in the course of desegregation.110

By the early 1980s, much of the resistance to school desegregation in the Twin Cities had faded into apparent consensus. The legal and policy worlds seemed to agree: Minnesota’s desegregation efforts were working. The Minneapolis desegregation order was dissolved in 1983 to give the district “the opportunity for autonomous compliance with constitutional standards.”111 Notably, the court did not find that the Minneapolis school district was integrated or unitary, and received assurances that the State Department of Education was “willing and able to assume the duty of monitoring the further implementation of the District’s desegregation/integration plan.”112

A. The Rise of School Choice

Starting in the late 1980s, school diversity increased rapidly in Minnesota. While most non-White segregation had previously been between schools in the same district—primarily in Minneapolis and St. Paul—now, interdistrict segregation, where entire districts were racially isolated, had begun to grow rapidly.113 As strong as the existing desegregation rules were in Minnesota, they imposed no interdistrict remedies—meaning districts, acting alone, could not avoid becoming segregated if their demographics shifted too much.

These shifts brought a wave of new attention to the problem of racial segregation. But while Minnesota had historically confronted segregation head-on with strong integration measures, this time would be different. Many of the state’s public and private leaders and advocates would instead promote remedies that avoided integration—or worse, increased segregation outright—in misguided attempts to eliminate the harms of segregation without eliminating the thing itself.114

In a national context, the most significant of these efforts was the invention of the charter school and the expansion of school
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choice. Although the name and the idea of independent schools stretched back decades, the modern concept of a school choice was born in Minnesota in the late 1980s. A Minnesota reformer, Ted Kolderie, developed a theory of how education could be improved by inserting market-like competition into the supposedly monopolistic, non-competitive system governed by school boards. Although Kolderie’s initial broad proposal did not explicitly position itself as an alternative to segregation, it did identify segregated urban schools as the areas in need of reform. Another Minnesota-based education reformer, Joe Nathan, spent much of the 1980s working with conservative governors to increase support for greater school choice, including vouchers.

Some Minnesota policymakers and advocates seized on the ideas of Nathan and Kolderie as the vehicle to address the state’s growing educational inequities. The Citizens League, a major nonprofit in the Twin Cities area, developed these early charter ideas into the nation’s first complete proposal for the creation of charter schools. The Citizens League proposal addressed the elephant in the room—desegregation—head-on. The proposal argued that, absent a charter school plan, the Twin Cities would have no choice but to adopt strong desegregation remedies, including redrawing or merging existing school districts. This dramatic reconfiguration was put forward as the only alternative to the creation of Minnesota charter schools.

Throughout this process, advocates of charter schools and school choice received support from groups positioned on the center-right and center-left. The Minnesota Business Partnership, which represented the leadership of some of the state’s largest companies, heavily endorsed the idea of choice-based school reform. The Progressive Policy Institute, a think tank founded by Bill Clinton’s Democratic Leadership Council, consulted with Kolderie in 1990, and Kolderie subsequently produced policy papers about choice for
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the Institute. Ultimately, Minnesota enacted some of the nation’s earliest and strongest school choice measures. These included an expansive open enrollment law in 1987 and the nation’s first charter school law in 1992.

Minnesota’s charter schools were deeply segregated from the very beginning. Today, almost all of the Twin Cities’ most segregated schools—both non-White and White—are charters. Charter schools facilitate segregation in a number of ways.

First, as schools of choice, they have proven convenient vehicles for White flight from diverse traditional public schools. Although all children are equally eligible to enroll in a charter, not every child is equally able to attend, due to practical obstacles such as transportation or curricular concerns. As a consequence, heavily White charters have experienced very rapid growth in Twin Cities suburbs, where traditional schools are quickly becoming more diverse.

In addition, charters are forced to recruit their student bodies from the student population, and many have opted to do so by billing themselves as racially targeted or culturally focused. Minnesota is home to Afro-, Hmong-, Latino-, and Somali-centric charter schools, which explicitly recruit students on claimed commonalities. Although there are no explicitly White-segregated charter schools, there are a number of European-oriented schools, such as a Russian language charter (96% White) and a classical academy (76% White). In one particularly egregious case, a German immersion charter, which was 88% White, opened nine blocks from a traditional public school serving the same grades, which was only 8% White.
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As a result of these dynamics, and as the recipients of a blanket exemption from the state desegregation rule, charters are overwhelmingly more segregated than their traditional school counterparts. Of the 50 most segregated schools in the Twin Cities region, 45 are charters.\textsuperscript{133} The region contains 78 schools that are more than 95% non-White; 59 are charters.\textsuperscript{134} Out of all charter enrollees, 72% of Black students, 68% of Hispanic students, and 74% of Asian students are attending a highly segregated, more than 90% non-White, school.\textsuperscript{135} At traditional schools, the equivalent figures are 16%, 11%, and 18%, respectively. Similarly high levels of segregation have existed at charters since at least the 1995–1996 school year.\textsuperscript{136}

Minnesota’s other major school choice mechanism, open enrollment, has also come to severely worsen segregation.\textsuperscript{137} Initially, open enrollment options were limited by desegregation rules—a student could not enroll into a new district if the change would worsen segregation.\textsuperscript{138} But the policy was exempted from desegregation rules in 2001, and additional resegregation followed rapidly.\textsuperscript{139}

A 2013 study examined the effect of open enrollment on district demographics. In the 2000–2001 school year, 12% of White students’ open enrollment moves were integrative in effect, and 20% were segregative in effect.\textsuperscript{140} The remainder were neutral (i.e., between two similarly composed school districts).\textsuperscript{141} By 2010, over a third—36%—were segregative in effect, while 19% were integrative in effect.\textsuperscript{142}

The school districts most affected by open enrollment are those in rapidly diversifying suburbs, where the policy provides an escape route for White families concerned about integrated schools.\textsuperscript{143} These communities include Richfield, Columbia Heights, Osseo,
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and Robbinsdale.\textsuperscript{144} Meanwhile, a number of districts serve as White flight hubs, receiving a significant portion of their overall student body as open enrollees from neighboring districts.\textsuperscript{145} These include St. Anthony, Mahtomedi, Edina, and Minnetonka.\textsuperscript{146}

Some districts have utilized open enrollment and diversifying neighborhoods as a strategy for recruiting wealthier student bodies. For example, four districts bordering the Minnetonka district have officially considered or implemented integrative boundary changes.\textsuperscript{147} While its neighbors considered these plans, the Minnetonka school district launched an expensive and unusual paid advertising plan in local newspapers, television, and radio.\textsuperscript{148} According to superintendents of neighboring districts, the Minnetonka district was engaged in an active effort to recruit skittish parents.\textsuperscript{149} Not only could these efforts increase White segregation in Minnetonka schools, but they undermine attempts by neighboring districts to maintain demographically balanced schools.

\textbf{B. Conflict Over Minnesota's Desegregation Rules in the 1990s}

While Minnesota was introducing new school choice mechanisms that increased segregation, it was also weathering a conflict over the desegregation rules that existed in the early 1990s. A new rule was adopted in 1999 that reflected the views of integration skeptics, which led to additional legal and political conflict over segregation that continues to the present day.\textsuperscript{150} Over time, many of the groups that had been previously involved in efforts for greater school choice enmeshed themselves in the desegregation rule battle. In fact, some of the strongest and most vocal advocates for reduced desegregation have been the very charter schools that Minnesota created in the early 1990s.\textsuperscript{151}

In 1994, the Minnesota State Board of Education proposed a metropolitan-wide desegregation rule to resolve the growing
problem of interdistrict segregation. The rule used flexible racial ratios as integration targets. A draft of the rule was provided to the Minnesota legislature, which indicated its approval by authorizing the Board to make new rules. The authorization contained important limitations to ensure the Board directly addressed the question of segregation: “In adopting a rule related to school desegregation/integration, the state board shall address the need for equal educational opportunities for all students and racial balance as defined by the state board.” In the same law, the legislature established a new “office of desegregation/integration” to “coordinate and support activities” related to interdistrict integration efforts.

But before they could be promulgated, the newly proposed rules were swallowed by a sharp political backlash, spurred in part by the suburbs’ sudden inclusion in civil rights regulation. Katherine Kersten, a conservative political columnist for the Star Tribune, launched frequent attacks against the proposal, and Bob Wedl, the Assistant Commissioner of the Department of Education, began to lobby for an alternative, “voluntary” integration approach. Talk radio also pilloried the proposed rules and a separate, related set of “diversity rules.” The Department of Education received “hundreds of calls and letters concerning the proposed rules—including two death threats.” After years in limbo, the second set of rules was withdrawn, and soon thereafter, the State Board of Education was abolished altogether.

The governor’s office and particularly the Attorney General’s office were asked to respond to the controversy. The governor’s office was silent. Although the Chief Deputy Attorney General, John Tunheim, had been long supportive of civil rights, he was nominated by President Clinton in June of 1995 to be a federal judge for the District of Minnesota, removing him from the debate.
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Tunheim’s replacement, Lee Sheehy, appeared to have very different views on the advisability of desegregation. Sheehy was an ally of Minnesota Attorney General Hubert “Skip” Humphrey III, who was at the time running for governor.163 Both Sheehy and Humphrey were members of the moderate center wing of the Democratic Party—a wing that, during the Clinton years, was defined in part by its intense concern about the political costs of Democrats’ traditional defense of civil rights for Black Americans.164 School integration in particular, which raised the bogeyman of “forced” busing, was considered too toxic a subject for any Democrat.165 Democratic politicians especially feared the impact of desegregation on suburban voters and believed that aggressive desegregation plans would so alienate and anger White suburban voters that statewide political victories would become impossible.166 Under Sheehy, the tenor of the Attorney General’s office towards the proposed desegregation rules changed dramatically.

Sheehy was not the only individual in the Minnesota Attorney General’s office hostile to the new desegregation plan. An Assistant Attorney General, Cindy Lavorato, took a major role in the conflict over the rule. Lavorato was the daughter-in-law of James I. Rice, 25-year state house member and powerful committee chair.167 Lavorato would distinguish herself over the next two decades as one of the state’s most tireless opponents of school integration.168
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In addition to the rulemaking, several other events brought the conflict over integration to a head. First, the Minneapolis school district proposed ending its existing school assignment plan, which had been in operation since the 1970s, mostly under a desegregation court order.\(^\text{169}\) In its place, the district sought to implement a “neighborhood schools” plan, which would leave the racially segregated areas of the city attending equally segregated schools.\(^\text{170}\)

Second, the Minneapolis NAACP filed a lawsuit against the state of Minnesota, bringing novel state-law claims that the schools were impermissibly segregated.\(^\text{171}\) The lawsuit’s plaintiffs sought, in particular, interdistrict desegregation mechanisms in an attempt to stem the problem of interdistrict segregation that had been growing since the late 1980s.\(^\text{172}\)

In short, the pro- and anti-integration forces begin to cohere into discrete camps. On the pro-integration side was arrayed the NAACP, traditional civil rights organizations, the State Board of Education with its newly proposed rule, and the lawsuit plaintiffs. But that could scarcely compare to the strength of the anti-integration side, which included most of the top figures at the Attorney General’s office: Assistant Commissioner Wedl and the powerful columnist Kersten.\(^\text{173}\)

As the defense against the NAACP lawsuit began to merge with the larger question of the new statewide integration rule, the anti-integrationists began to pull in outside aid. The 1996 budget provided the state education department $700,000 for costs related to litigation of the NAACP lawsuit.\(^\text{174}\) While records showing the full use of this expenditure are lost, at least several telling facts are known.

Kersten, the conservative columnist, had recommended that the state seek the aid of Alfred Lindseth, a politically-connected, conservative lawyer and longtime opponent of desegregation
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Lindseth had taken a particularly active role opposing and dismantling integration plans in southern states, like North Carolina and Georgia. His clients often included school districts fighting court-ordered integration, and he appeared for the defendants in seminal desegregation cases like *Jenkins v. Missouri* and *Sheff v. O'Neill*. Minnesota later hired Lindseth to work on its desegregation defense.

Next, the Attorney General’s office and state education department hired two national experts, David Armor and Christine Rossell, who had made their names fighting desegregation lawsuits in previous decades. Indeed, Armor and Rossell had been so prominent resisting integration that they had turned it into a cottage industry. Armor states that he has appeared in over 50 segregation cases and authored a book chapter about the experience of serving as an expert witness for school districts trying to escape court orders; Rossell appears to have appeared as a defense-side expert in over 75 cases. Indeed, the pair held a virtual monopoly over this lucrative market sector. When the U.S. Supreme Court considered desegregation in the 2007 case *Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School Dist. No. 1*, over 550 social scientists filed or signed amicus briefs in support of integration. Rossell and Armor were two of six experts filing briefs for the plaintiffs attempting to eliminate integration plans. Both Armor
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and Rossell had frequently been employed by Lindseth in past anti-
integration endeavors.183

Both the lawsuit and the rulemaking process wound to a
conclusion in the late 1990s. As a result of conflicts related to the
integration rule, the State Board of Education was ultimately
abolished and replaced by a Commissioner of Education.184
Meanwhile, the Department of Education and the Attorney
General’s office had already begun to strip the strongest
desegregation tools out of the Board’s original proposal.185

But one major twist remained. On September 17, 1998, the
Attorney General’s office released a Statement of Need and
Reasonableness (SONAR) that unexpectedly and dramatically
weakened the proposed integration rule.186 The newly released
SONAR, authored by Cindy Lavorato, marked a sharp break with
previous iterations of the rule.187 It altered the definition of
segregation to only include intentional, de jure discrimination,
limited the mandatory interdistrict integration requirements, and
raised the standard for proving intentional discrimination far above
that required by the U.S. Supreme Court.188 The SONAR also
argued that interdistrict open enrollment rules could not be guided
by integration requirements, and, on policy grounds, it exempted
charter schools from its provisions altogether, though they had
previously been subject to desegregation rules.189

Although the lawsuit defense and rulemaking were nominally
separate, Lindseth’s influence on the rulemaking process was clear.
Several passages of the SONAR closely resembled passages he had
published.190 In addition, the SONAR contained a number of legal
conclusions that exhibited obvious hostility to the notion of school
integration—and echoed prior Lindseth arguments.191 The SONAR
concluded that there was no compelling government interest in K-
12 integration absent proof of intentional discrimination—limiting
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districts’ abilities to voluntarily implement integration plans. Although this determination appeared to directly contradict the U.S. Supreme Court’s most recent precedents, the SONAR based its conclusion on a prediction that Supreme Court justice retirements would result in a change to the law. It noted that one 5-4 decision in 1990 “is surely the high water mark for diversity as a justification for racial preference.” Tellingly, the SONAR made a concerted effort to downplay the meaning and scope of Brown v. Board of Education, stating that the case “did not stand for the proposition that racially segregated schools, without more, are inherently equal.” At one point, the SONAR even appears to engage in an extended apologia for segregated schools:

Throughout the United States, such public schools have tackled some of the toughest problems in urban education and been successful. These exemplary schools are located in some of the poorest inner-city neighborhoods, serving student bodies that are largely poor and minority... It is certainly not the intent of the rule to promote racial separatism; however, it is important to understand that a desegregation rule is not unreasonable, or ineffective, simply because some schools may remain racially identifiable.

It is impossible to detach the SONAR’s substance from the deeply politicized environment that surrounded its release. The state was in the final stretch of a gubernatorial contest. Only three weeks prior to the SONAR’s release by the Attorney General’s office, Attorney General Skip Humphrey had won the Democratic Party’s nomination for the governorship. Several weeks after its release, Bob Wedl, now Commissioner of Education, announced that his new rule would end racial quotas. The day after the new rule was announced, local conservative columnist Katherine Kersten used the issue of integration in a newspaper column to frame the differences between Humphrey and his opponent, Norm Coleman. At a time when virtually all national political figures
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were opposed to school desegregation, elevation of the issue in an election season could only augur badly for integration.

The new Minnesota Desegregation/Integration Rule, with the limitations imposed by the SONAR, was finally adopted in early 1999.\textsuperscript{200} Shortly thereafter, a number of other integration policies in Minnesota schools came under legal attack by White parents, who echoed the SONAR’s claim that there was no compelling governmental interest in K-12 integration absent intentional discrimination.\textsuperscript{201} Fearing legal reprisals, many districts abandoned previous integration plans.\textsuperscript{202} The NAACP lawsuit, after a twisting legal path, concluded in a settlement in 2000.\textsuperscript{203} That settlement instituted a voluntary transportation program to help low-income Black children from Minneapolis’s North Side attend affluent suburban schools—although some of the most affluent suburban schools refused to opt into the program.\textsuperscript{204}

\textbf{C. Continuing Conflicts Over Segregation in Minnesota Schools}

In the two decades following the implementation of Minnesota’s weakened desegregation rule, many of the battles from the 1990s have recurred, sometimes in eerily similar fashion, and even featuring the same cast of characters.

The 1999 rule has failed to stem or slow segregation.\textsuperscript{205} If anything, the degree of segregation in Minnesota schools has grown sharply.\textsuperscript{206} As discussed above, this is particularly true of charter schools, which account for a hugely disproportionate share of the state’s most racially isolated schools.

Nor have the 1999 rule’s legal conclusions withstood the test of time. Most importantly, the rule completely missed the mark with its suggestion that K-12 integration is not, or would be found not to be, a compelling government interest.\textsuperscript{207} In 2007, the Supreme Court, in \textit{Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1}, confirmed the existence of a compelling government interest in encouraging diversity and
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avoiding racial isolation in K-12 education.\textsuperscript{208} It also reaffirmed the viability of several integration methods, such as the use of flexible racial ratios.\textsuperscript{209} Justice Kennedy, whose opinion was controlling, wrote passionately in defense of integration:

This Nation has a moral and ethical obligation to fulfill its historic commitment to creating an integrated society that ensures equal opportunity for all of its children. A compelling interest exists in avoiding racial isolation, an interest that a school district, in its discretion and expertise, may choose to pursue. Likewise, a district may consider it a compelling interest to achieve a diverse student population.\textsuperscript{210}

In similar fashion, the legality of the rule’s charter school exemption has been called into question. In 2014, the U.S. Department of Education released guidance strongly suggesting that the exemptions are unconstitutional, because they allow a separate state-supported school district to interfere with and undermine the efforts of the state to integrate a segregated system.\textsuperscript{211} The Department’s official guidance document declared that “[c]harter schools located in a district subject to a desegregation plan (whether the plan is court ordered, or required by a Federal or State administrative entity) must be operated in a manner consistent with that desegregation plan.”\textsuperscript{212}

In 2013, the Minnesota legislature once again focused on school segregation. It enacted yet another statutory provision forbidding segregation, this time at Minn. Stat. § 124D.855:

\begin{quote}
SCHOOL SEGREGATION PROHIBITED. The state, consistent with section 123B.30 and chapter 363A, does not condone separating school children of different socioeconomic, demographic, ethnic, or racial backgrounds into distinct public schools. Instead, the state’s interest lies in offering children a diverse and nondiscriminatory educational experience.\textsuperscript{213}
\end{quote}

The legislature also created a policy task force to revise laws governing the use of achievement and integration state aid.\textsuperscript{214} That task force delivered recommendations, including the retention of all
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existing remedial integration measures. The legislature enacted these in 2013, as the Achievement and Integration for Minnesota statutes, and gave the state Department of Education authority to make rules for the new law. Using this authority, the Department attempted to once again revise its desegregation rule.

In 2015, the Department released this new rule for public notice and comment. The new proposal represented yet another dramatic weakening of the state’s integration scheme. It was less than a quarter of the length of the extant 1999 rule, eliminating almost all of the rule’s content. It primarily restated statutory provisions and lacked important definitions—including “racial balance,” which the authorizing statute required. It eliminated virtually all remedial provisions in the extant rule, and made interdistrict remedies completely voluntary. Despite a statutory instruction to promulgate a rule relating to desegregation/integration, the proposal did not address segregation; it also ignored the statutory requirement to address the need for equal educational opportunities for all students. The only significant strengthening provision was the de-exemption of charter schools.

A new SONAR, released in support of the proposed rule, failed to justify most of these changes. The SONAR claimed that the Department lacked statutory authority to promulgate a broad new rule, but did not explain where it had derived the authority to repeal the vast majority of the existing rule. In addition, Minnesota’s administrative procedure laws require promulgating agencies to delineate who will be affected by a proposed rule. The
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Department of Education dodged this requirement, saying only that “communities” where “achievement and integration plans are presented at public school board meetings which allow for input” would be affected “positively.” No mention of the effects on schoolchildren was made. Indeed, at no point in the rulemaking process did the Department of Education affirmatively state if it expected the rule to reduce racial segregation in Minnesota schools.

The public hearing to the proposed rule generated considerable resistance. Civil rights groups objected to its overall lack of content. Confronted about the lack of policy support for the rule, Department representatives confessed they had made no attempt to model the rule’s impact on the demographic composition of Minnesota schools. The Department also appeared to abandon its earlier position that there is no compelling interest in K-12 integration.

Meanwhile, charter schools objected to the proposed elimination of their exemption. Representing the charters was Cindy Lavorato. Lavorato, leading the charter opposition, retained Armor and Rossell as experts—just like the state had two decades earlier. The charters included sweeping legal claims denouncing school integration as ineffective and attacking important historic precedent on the issue, like Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg. Lavorato argued that it was important for parents to be able to choose other school features instead of integration, if they wanted: “But not all parents and student[sic] value diversity above all other educational needs. . . . Some families price a premium on - and this was the case for me - small class size and a teacher to student ratio that’s small.”
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At a public hearing, over a dozen charter administrators and representatives spoke. A number of charter administrators affirmatively defended their right to operate racially-targeted schools, arguing that “cultural focus,” in the form of segregation, was necessary because different racial groups think and behave differently. For example, the director of a Hmong-focused charter school stated the following: “Each culture group has their own. The Hmong, we are very quiet. We are introvert[s]. We don’t talk much. The African-American students, they are extrovert[s]. They talk. That’s how they are.”

The director of the Excell Academy, which is nearly 100% Black and low-income, relayed messages from the school’s enrollees: “You need to think about what you are doing to people of color and Whites. If you make a White kid go to a colored school or a colored kid go to a White school, there are a lot of things that can go wrong.”

The final report disapproved of the entire proposed rule on a variety of grounds. Rather than correct the defects identified by the Administrative Law Judge, the Department of Education abandoned the rule altogether. Although it is still required by statute to adopt new rules that comport with the Achievement and Integration statute, it has not done so.

This failed rulemaking dovetailed with another school desegregation lawsuit against the state of Minnesota, called Cruz-Guzman v. State of Minnesota. Like the 1995 lawsuit, the new plaintiffs once again argued that the state had ignored constitutional requirements by allowing schools in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and the suburbs to become intensely racially isolated.

Although the lawsuit was filed against the state of Minnesota, a collection of charter schools successfully convinced the state district court to admit them as third-party intervenors. They have remained in the suit ever since, continually lobbying the court.
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to recognize their right to maintain separate, segregated schools and positing that parent choice is an interest of equal or greater importance than desegregation.243

In 2018, the Cruz-Guzman lawsuit appeared in front of the Minnesota Supreme Court.244 At issue was the preliminary question of whether Minnesota’s fundamental right to an education was justiciable.245 The state argued it was not, effectively rendering the fundamental right unenforceable.246 The charter intervenors sided with the state.247 The court, however, sided with the plaintiffs.248 In its decision, it unambiguously held that the Minnesota constitution created justiciable rights for students, and, tellingly, stated that it is “self-evident” that a segregated system of schools could not satisfy the constitutional requirement that schools be “general,” “uniform,” “thorough,” or “efficient.”249 The Cruz-Guzman suit entered settlement negotiations, where it remains at the time of this writing.250

The nearly 30-year battle over Minnesota desegregation rules has not left the state in a better place. At present, school desegregation in Minnesota is governed by a 1998 rule founded in fundamental legal errors and promulgated in a highly irregular process.251 The Department of Education has indicated that it will not act to correct these errors until it receives additional guidance from the legislature, but the legislature has not provided such guidance.252 There is no indication that the political resistance that has impeded all attempts to integrate Minnesota schools for the past four decades will abate soon.253
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The new mechanisms pioneered by Minnesota to circumvent the integration issue, charter schools and open enrollment, have failed to close education achievement gaps, which remain among the nation’s worst.\textsuperscript{254} Charters have produced endless conflict with public school districts, in Minnesota and nationwide.\textsuperscript{255} Meanwhile, the charters themselves have become some of the nation’s most vocal neo-segregationists. Their early opposition to desegregation has foreshadowed an ever-more-aggressive campaign for “culturally focused” education, and explicit denunciations of integration as unnecessary or even harmful.\textsuperscript{256} Several Minnesota charter advocates have built national profiles as defenders of \textit{de facto} school segregation—or even \textit{intentional} segregation, under the aegis of “cultural affirmation.”\textsuperscript{257}

In the meantime, the wellbeing and education of tens of thousands of Minnesotan children is at risk, as the laws of their state steer them towards segregated schools.

\section*{III. The Rise and Fall of Regional Housing Planning}

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Minnesota was a national leader in regional planning. The state established a system to ensure that its core metropolitan region was overseen by a single government that could align metro-wide policies in a holistic, comprehensive, and mutually beneficial fashion.\textsuperscript{258}

In most states, major cities are fractured into dozens of municipalities, each operating independently of each other—a recipe for destructive, zero-sum competition, demographic and economic fragmentation, and ultimately, residential exclusion.\textsuperscript{259} The inability to construct unified regional housing policy is a recipe
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for the emergence of the classic urban-suburban divides that were stereotypical of American cities in the 20th century, with white-picket-fence suburbs doubling as gated enclaves, built to exclude the poor and the non-White, both explicitly and implicitly.

Minnesota developed a better system. Although the Twin Cities are divided among many municipalities, those municipalities are subject to the authority of a regional government, the Metropolitan Council, which has been given the tools to corral them.260 This metropolitan government for the Twin Cities area, known as the Met Council, has a well-established and robust state law authority to coordinate regional policy.261 The Met Council adopted a metropolitan land use policy requiring all suburbs provide for their fair share of affordable housing.262 Minnesota enacted a regional property tax base sharing act.263 In upholding this act, the Minnesota Supreme Court declared the constitutional interdependency of Minneapolis and its suburbs.264 By the early 1980s, the Twin Cities was one of the most integrated communities in the nation, with some of the smallest racial disparities.265

The Met Council of the Twin Cities was also at the vanguard of metropolitan civil rights and federal Fair Housing Act enforcement. The Council supervised the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD’s) Section 8 program and was given authority to tie grants of state and federal funds to actual progress on economic integration.266 In most places, subsidized housing was rejected by affluent suburbanites, and segregated into impoverished urban neighborhoods.267 The Met Council broke this pattern. By 1979, 70% of subsidized housing in the Twin Cities was constructed in the predominantly White developing communities of the suburbs—a record of integrated housing placement that has never been equaled in any major metropolitan area.268
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But the progress did not last. The Council caved under political pressure from the central cities and housing industry and returned to old, segregative patterns of development.\textsuperscript{269} Many of the Met Council’s pioneering practices were slowly abandoned—at least in practice, if not in the letter of the law.\textsuperscript{270} In doing so, the Council unilaterally limited its own role in housing. Rather than coordinating housing development activity throughout the region, it now restricts its work to a handful of comparatively paltry funding sources over which it exercises direct control, and participation in a number of public-private “partnerships,” largely with housing developers.\textsuperscript{271} Under the Council’s watch, local governments have abandoned integrative planning with a regional perspective.\textsuperscript{272} They have reverted to segregative practices, creating a region in which exclusionary zoning reigns and lower-income housing is locked out of many communities.\textsuperscript{273} While some communities have taken actions that reduce housing choice, and others are forced to bear the burden of runaway demographic transition, the Council has retreated.\textsuperscript{274}

Worse still, the Council’s more recent activities have promoted, rather than disrupted, the traditional concentrations of poverty and segregation in the central cities.\textsuperscript{275} Its own funding sources have been distributed in a segregative fashion, with a disproportionately heavy emphasis on the central cities, and its negotiated housing goals have reduced the obligation of the region’s Whitest communities to provide affordable housing.\textsuperscript{276} It has embedded housing elements into its plans for other metropolitan systems like transportation—but only to encourage the development of lower-income housing along transit corridors, which are located almost exclusively in the central cities and less-affluent suburbs.\textsuperscript{277}

The fields of housing and planning, once understood as a core civil rights concern where decisions could impact living patterns for
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decades, are now dominated by parochial development interests and neighborhood activists. These include representatives from affluent and exclusionary suburbs, but also organizations working in the poorest quarters of the Twin Cities metropolitan area, where housing policy is dominated by the interest of nonprofit and public institutions that rely on the segregated status quo.  

A. The Met Council’s Broad Authority to Seek Housing Integration

Just as riots throughout the country in the late 1960s led to the Kerner Commission Report and ultimately to the passage of the Fair Housing Act, serious civil disturbances in North Minneapolis and growing racial segregation in both central cities’ school systems were driving forces behind the Council’s fair share housing policy. The Council believed that racial segregation was destroying the education and economic prospects of Black citizens in North Minneapolis, the fabric and vitality of their neighborhoods, and that growing racial and social segregation, left unchecked, would harm the economic vitality of the entire metropolitan area.

In the mid-1970s, the Council sought to establish a staged growth land planning system. It hired the renowned land use scholar, Robert Freilich, to design a new Metropolitan Land Planning Act for submission to the Minnesota legislature. From the outset it was clear the Act would contain a “fair share” housing requirement, for Freilich believed that the staged growth system the Council wanted would be unconstitutional without it. In January of 1974, Freilich produced a report to the Met Council outlining the proposed act and its fair share provisions.

Freilich grounded his “fair share” proposals in explicit goals already annunciated by the Council, the requirements of the
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Federal Fair Housing Act, and the evolving case law prohibiting exclusionary zoning.

In its early planning documents, the Council highlights the importance of housing choice and desegregation. It defines the “Social Objectives of Physical Planning” to include:

1. To increase choice and opportunity for persons in the Metropolitan area, particularly people who are in some way disadvantaged, such as low income, minorities, senior citizens, etc.

2. To decrease residential segregation by race, class, and income level. To reduce the concentration of lower income families and individuals in the older areas of the region and increase housing choice for lower income persons throughout the area.283

After having achieved its full authorities under the Minnesota Land Use Planning Act, the Met Council had at its disposal an arsenal of powerful tools to shape, guide, and enforce local housing policies. These tools included the authority to:

- Review local applications for state and federal funding based on housing performance.284
- Award funds directly under its control on the basis of housing performance, including:
  - Sewer funds
  - Park funds
  - Transportation funds.
- Suspend state agency plans inconsistent with Council policies.285
- Suspend local comprehensive plans, which could include the mandatory housing element, if they do not conform with systems plans.286
- Embed housing elements into system plans.287
- Suspend any matter of metropolitan significance undertaken by a local government.288
Form collaborative review agreements with state agencies, including the state housing finance agency.\textsuperscript{289}  
Review housing bonding plans.\textsuperscript{290}

The Council also planned to rely on its suburban integration efforts to receive supplementary funding from HUD, which offered special allocations to metropolitan areas operating fair share housing plans.\textsuperscript{291} On the basis of its promise to maintain a racially integrated regional fair housing program, the Council requested, and received, a 50\% supplemental Section 8 allocation from HUD in both 1976 and 1979—almost twice the allocation received by any other region. It also received further support when its Areawide Housing Opportunity Plan, which encompassed its housing program, was certified for extra funding from HUD in 1976.\textsuperscript{292}

\textbf{B. The Council Promotes Housing Choice and Integration}

In response to clear internal and external directives, the Council in the early 1970s used its state law powers to adopt and enforce a series of policies to improve racial and economic integration. It did so by ensuring that subsidized housing was produced in suburban communities.

The centerpiece of these was Policy 13—later renamed Policy 39—which, in the words of contemporaneous reports, “stated that in reviewing requests from a local community for state or federal grants that priority for such requests would be given based on the community’s housing performance.”\textsuperscript{293} This method of prioritization meant that “applications for parks, sewers, water, highway construction, open space, aging and criminal justice funds [were] prioritized according to not only the merits of the application itself, but also on the community’s plans and performance for providing housing for low and moderate income persons.”\textsuperscript{294}

In addition, the Metropolitan Land Planning Act, which was passed in 1976, empowered the Council to create numerical housing allocations for communities within its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{295} It could then
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review local comprehensive plans to ensure that they were in compliance with allocated goals. The Council was granted the authority to temporarily suspend plans that did not comply with its systems plans; these systems plans complemented and incorporated the housing allocations through the use of density goals and similar measures of housing performance.

These policies were remarkably successful at promoting fair housing; over the course of the 1970s the geographic distribution of subsidized housing in the Twin Cities changed dramatically. In 1970, 90% of Twin Cities subsidized housing was located in the central cities; by 1979, nearly 40% of units were in suburban communities. In some of the intervening years, the proportion of new units built in the suburbs approached or exceeded 70% of the regional total. Likewise, while only 16 of the region’s 189 municipalities contained any subsidized housing at all in 1970, that number had grown to 97 by the end of the decade. In under a decade, the total number of units in the suburbs increased nearly eight-fold, from 1,878 in 1971 to 14,712 in 1979. Nine thousand four hundred, or 70%, of the over 13,000 units added in this period were located at the developing edge of the suburbs. An examination of the comprehensive plans of twenty-five sample communities shortly after the passage of the Metropolitan Land Planning Act found that over 7,463 parcels of land, totaling 8,590 acres, had been set aside for high density affordable housing. In short, through dedicated effort, the Metropolitan Council adequate housing opportunities to meet existing and projected local and regional housing needs, including but not limited to the use of official controls and land use planning to promote the availability of land for the development of low and moderate income housing.
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substantially and meaningfully opened many of the suburbs to lower income families.

Writing in 1975, the manager of the Council’s housing program noted that “[t]he most pervasive characteristic of housing patterns in virtually all major metropolitan areas is that of socioeconomic and racial residential segregation.”\textsuperscript{305} In light of this fact, “[t]he Council has been chiefly concerned with locating subsidized housing in well serviced suburban locations.”\textsuperscript{306} Council documents rigorously tracked progress towards altering the distribution of subsidized housing between the suburbs and central cities; for example, the table below, reproduced from a Council housing report, depicts the rapid suburbanization of subsidized units.\textsuperscript{307}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Year} & \textbf{Suburbanization of Subsidized Units} \\
\hline
1975 & 55% \\
1980 & 70% \\
1985 & 80% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textsuperscript{305} McFall, supra note 293, at 1–2.  
\textsuperscript{306} Id. at 4.  
\textsuperscript{307} SECOND DRAFT COMMENTS, supra note 303, at 30.
Remarkably, documents from the period indicate that the Council confronted, overcame, and eventually transformed political resistance to integration in the suburbs. At the outset, suburban communities were skeptical of the Council’s housing policies—for instance, one staff report describes initial reactions “of anger, hostility, and frustration” from suburbanites. But the agency remained dedicated to the principle of providing housing choice and opportunity, noting in the same report that “the available evidence strongly suggests that minority populations would like a far broader opportunity for suburban and rural living than they presently

308. METRO. COUNCIL, STAFF BACKGROUND REPORT, supra note 302, at 2.
have."³⁰⁹ Moreover, the Council defended its authority to pursue that outcome, noting that its “review role [for funding] is an invaluable tool for implementing policy.”³¹⁰

Ultimately, the Council’s determination paid off, and a number of the suburbs accepted or even embraced the goals of suburban integration. For instance, a 1979 report on the region’s housing policy describes the extraordinary efforts of Edina, one of the region’s wealthiest suburbs, to comply with its housing requirements (efforts which were undermined by HUD itself):

The most extreme case we heard of was Edina’s valiant effort to use one of its last remaining parcels (on its boundary) for family subsidized housing. It used CDBG funds for land write-downs, held developers’ hands, got city council approval, and submitted the proposal (demand by the Metro Council’s allocation plan) to HUD, which turned down the project on the grounds of “impaction of family housing” although Edina, the most affluent suburb in the metropolis, had only one other subsidized family project, and the proposed density was only nine units per acre. The Edina planner fears . . . the city will be left out of compliance with the regional plan.³¹¹

The same report describes many successful instances of cooperation with suburban communities to produce subsidized and lower-income housing.³¹²

C. Retreat and Reversal

Today, as the result of a combination of political timidity and capitulation to special interests, the Council has unraveled virtually all of its previous progress towards housing integration.
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After the 1970s, the Council’s efforts to integrate subsidized and affordable housing into the suburbs began to stagnate. The suburban share of subsidized housing reached approximately 42% in the mid-1980s and has not significantly changed since.\textsuperscript{313} Meanwhile, as sprawl has progressed and the region has grown, the central cities’ share of regional population has continually shrunk.\textsuperscript{314} As a result, the oversupply of subsidized housing in the central cities, as compared to their proportion of population, has worsened continually since 1980. Today, the mismatch between share of population and share of housing in the central cities is actually far worse than it was before the Council’s integration efforts began in earnest in 1970 (see the chart below).\textsuperscript{315}

The causes of this reversal are complex, but two factors have played a key role. First, political actors, particularly housing interests and central city governmental agencies, have battled to retain housing funding. Second, there have been marked policy
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changes at the Council itself, which has deemphasized the very housing policies it once strictly enforced.

Concern among central city political circles and development interests about the loss of funding is readily apparent in the historical documentary record. As early as 1975, the manager of the Council's housing program was reporting pushback arising out of worries over funding:

The major issue which has arisen around the allocation plan has been the number of units which have been allocated to the center cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul; the plan directs that they should receive 16 and 12 percent of the available funding. City officials have argued that this is inadequate to meet their needs, slows their urban renewal efforts, and inadequately provides for relocation needs. The Council has, however, remained firm in its intention to carry out its plan to increase the supply of low income housing in suburban areas.

That center city resistance should be the major issue surrounding the plan was surprising to us, but it certainly is understandable. Large and sophisticated housing authorities exist in the cities. . . . They have further relied heavily on subsidized housing to turn over the land cleared through urban renewal. Reduction of their programs through redirection of subsidy funds causes considerable problems and adjustments.316

Although this report was released before the passage of the Metropolitan Land Planning Act and subsequent creation of a numerical fair share plan, a 1979 report, commissioned by HUD to evaluate the region's areawide housing plan, makes clear that resistance continued and stiffened over time, resulting in demands for a higher housing allocation from the central cities. For instance, one section describes the political relationship between cities and suburbs:

[T]he very success of the regional housing allocation plan has generated some discord among the multiple institutions dedicated to housing . . . . In the plan's early stages, the central cities – with 90% of the region's assisted housing – were eager for the suburbs to take on some of the burden. Now they feel dispersion may have gone too far, that central cities need more of the scarce housing resources.317

The report elaborated further on the pressures on the Council to abandon its integration efforts:

The pressures to relax the plan's aggressive fair share distribution comes from several sources. Most significantly, perhaps, the HUD area office . . . . At the same time the central
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cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul are retreating from their support of the [areawide plan]. St. Paul, the more economically depressed, had never been as an enthusiastic [plan] supporter as its Twin City, and is now seeing considerable redevelopment promoted by an aggressive director of a highly centralized organization directly under the mayor. In this situation, St. Paul understandably seeks a larger share of subsidized housing, citing arguments such as relocation needs, gentrification, and that the [areawide plan’s] “white flight” assumption is akin to generals fighting the last war . . . . [B]oth central cities are looking for larger percentage shares of subsidized housing in any revisions of the regional allocation plan.318

The result of these various pressures has been a marked change in the Council’s priorities, and with it, a failure to enforce many of its own previous policies. The waning of political will to maintain the Council’s housing policies is intrinsically linked to the growth of segregation in the region, as noted in one 2004 study:

Two important changes in the socio-political environment of the Twin Cities region also undermined the state’s commitment to fair share housing during the second wave. The first change was a reduction in gubernatorial support for an interventionist Met Council. Democrat Rudy Perpich and his successor, Republican Arne Carlson, both expressed little interest in metropolitan planning, especially in the area of low-mod housing, and neither advanced policies to strengthen Met Council. The second change was a demographic shift in the region. At the same as more people of color moved to the area, greater concentrations of poverty and attendant social problems emerged in core neighborhoods. The social and economic homogeneity that had been the foundation of almost two decades of regional problem-solving began to disappear. With it went the language of regional commitment to low-cost housing needs under the fair share method.319

The same study analyzed the interaction between Council policies and the comprehensive plans of twenty-five communities.320 It found that, after the Council began aggressively enforcing its need allocations in the late 70s, “[t]he first round of plans addressed both the local and regional needs by referencing the fair share allocation established by Met Council.”321 The influence of the Council’s policies are clear in the plans themselves, with “[s]ome plans even indicat[ing] that the regional allocation system was the
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best way to determine local needs.”{322} These plans “routinely acknowledge the local regulatory options to overcoming barriers to low-cost housing development.”{323} Once again, suburban cooperation is a key theme: “the Apple Valley, Inver Grove Heights, and Eagan plans each contain language stating that housing needs are best established on a regional basis.”{324}

But after the Council’s commitment to integration subsided, cities felt free to ignore the fair share system. According to the study’s authors, “[n]ot a single plan submitted later than 1990 . . . identified the local share of regional low [and moderate income] housing needs,” and “[w]ith the exception of two communities, none of the later plans identified existing or projected low-mod housing needs at all.”{325} Later plans “are generally bereft of specific statements outlining regulatory steps;”{326} for instance, an Inver Grove Heights plan only states that “[t]o the degree possible, the City will work to ensure that local actions do not unduly increase the cost of raw land.”{327} The regionally-oriented language also vanished from the suburban plans, replaced by defiant assertions of local control:

[I]n its place [was] language asserting each community’s role in establishing housing goals. The 1999 plan for Apple Valley, for example, states that “[t]he City is in the best position to determine the most responsible option for meeting the future needs of Apple Valley rather than the Metropolitan Council, especially as it relates to residential densities.”{328}

The 2004 study determined that these changes reflected a broader retreat from any consideration whatsoever of low-income housing in city planning:

Five [cities] indicated that they do not calculate low-mod housing need in any way. One city planner said her community does not calculate need because it “is a factor of the marketplace and changes periodically and regularly with the market.” In another community, the planner indicated, somewhat paradoxically, that they do not calculate need because they have determined that it is zero.{329}
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The Council’s changing priorities are reflected in its own reports. As late as 1996, its Regional Blueprint discussed suburban housing integration, even noting the lack of progress over the previous decade. But by 2004, the Blueprint omitted any discussion of the subject at all, instead only stating that “[t]he region will, of course, need much more housing in the next 30 years,” and emphasizing the importance of “public-private partnerships” in expanding housing supply.

These changes are all the more remarkable because the Council still retains the same authorities it had used to promote housing integration in previous decades. In the mid-1990s, there were legislative efforts to force the Council to utilize its authorities more broadly (several of which were directed by Myron Orfield, an author of this article, who was at the time serving in the state House of Representatives). The legislature twice passed a statute that would force a return to strong fair-share policies and would require the council to withhold other forms of financial aid from noncompliant cities. Each bill was vetoed by Governor Arne Carlson.

In 1995, a compromise measure, the Livable Communities Act (LCA), was passed and was signed into law. This law did not contain the clear mandates of the previous effort, instead relying on voluntary, incentive-based development funding for regional jurisdictions. Although the LCA in no way altered or reduced the
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Council’s previously exercised powers, and was in fact intended to jumpstart the integrative processes that had been stalled since the previous decade, it was quickly used to justify the Council’s changing priorities.\textsuperscript{338} Suburban leaders argued, incorrectly, that the Council’s previous legal authority “was superceded [sic] by the LCA.”\textsuperscript{339}

Once again, the Council’s failure to enforce its policies allowed exclusionary practices to take root:

Even though LCA benchmarks are low, many communities negotiate with Met Council to lower their goals even further. The 1998 plan for Lino Lakes, for example, provides no calculations of existing or projected need for low-mod housing, nor the City’s share of the regional need for such housing. The plan references LCA goals, and notes that the goals for homeownership are to slightly reduce the rate at which affordable housing is produced in the City, and to slightly increase the rate at which affordable rental housing is developed. Even with the increase in affordable rental housing, Lino Lakes has adopted a goal that is ten to twenty-three percentage points below the benchmark provided to them by Met Council. Oakdale, Shoreview, and Prior Lake have also adopted goals below the provided benchmarks.\textsuperscript{340}

The lopsided LCA benchmarks have resulted in even-more-lopsided funding outcomes.\textsuperscript{341} Of the more than 14,000 housing units subsidized by LCA funding during the program’s history, 49.8% have been located in the central cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, which contain only 24.7% of the region’s housing and a majority of its concentrated poverty and segregation.\textsuperscript{342} Most of these allocations occurred under the previous set of benchmarks. But as Table Two demonstrates, when new benchmarks were negotiated, the Council worked not to arrest this trend, but instead accelerated it by giving the central cities higher goals.\textsuperscript{343}

It remains unclear to this day exactly when and how the bold fair share policies of previous decades were eliminated at the Met Council. The best evidence suggests they were abandoned by piecemeal nonenforcement in the 1990s, seemingly out of the same concern over suburban backlash that had resulted in the gutting of

\textsuperscript{338} See Orfield & Stancil, supra note 258, at 42–43.
\textsuperscript{339} Goetz et al., supra note 304, at 51 (quoting Interview by Jill Mazullo with John Heald, Cmty. Dev. Dir., City of Savage, in Savage, Minn. (Nov. 29, 2000)).
\textsuperscript{340} Id. at 53–54 (footnotes omitted).
\textsuperscript{341} Data on LCA funding was analyzed by the Institute on Metropolitan Opportunity at the University of Minnesota. Underlying datasets are on file with authors.
\textsuperscript{342} Id.
\textsuperscript{343} See infra note 361.
Minnesota’s school desegregation rule.\textsuperscript{344} Notably, some of the same figures crop up: Lee Sheehy, the Deputy Attorney General who had presided over the school rule’s evisceration, became regional administrator at the Met Council in the early 2000s, where he oversaw much of the day-to-day operations of the agency.\textsuperscript{345}

In the 2010s, under the Obama administration, the federal government began to refocus on questions of integration and segregation. These changes most notably took the form of a raft of new civil rights rules, including a Discriminatory Effect rule formalizing the Fair Housing Act’s bar against the perpetuation of segregation and an Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule requiring some local jurisdictions to take affirmative steps to create integrated housing.\textsuperscript{346}

However, the Met Council’s housing policy efforts in the 2010s continued to reduce the role of integration in the agency’s policies. In 2010, the Council was awarded a $5 million HUD grant under the national Sustainable Communities program, a federal effort to coordinate housing and transit planning.\textsuperscript{347}

As a component of its Sustainable Communities grant, the Council was required to complete an “equity assessment,” essentially identifying high-poverty and high-opportunity areas within the region and analyzing how those policies interacted with public investment and fair housing issues.\textsuperscript{348} The Council’s completed assessment, however, exhibited the influence of its integration-skeptical consultants and largely minimized the subject of segregation. Although it identified areas of concentrated poverty as required by grant terms, it did not articulate any real strategy for eliminating the segregation in those areas.\textsuperscript{349} In addition, it conducted an assessment of neighborhood opportunity that acted as

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{344} Despite repeated requests, the Met Council has never provided authors or any other agency documentation of a specific decision to begin nonenforcement of these policies. See Orfield & Stancil, supra note 258, at 42–44 for additional discussion.
  \item \textsuperscript{345} Brady Averill, Klobuchar Picks Sheehy as Her New Chief of Staff, \textit{STARTRIB.}, May 19, 2007, at 11A [https://perma.cc/2MDT-Q8VS].
  \item \textsuperscript{347} See Twin Cities Metropolitan Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Program, Application to HUD 2 (August 22, 2010).
  \item \textsuperscript{348} METRO. COUNCIL, \textit{Executive Summary: About this Summary, in Choice, Place, and Opportunity: An Equity Assessment of the Twin Cities Region}, at III–IV (2014).
  \item \textsuperscript{349} See id. (explaining criteria for Racially Concentrated Areas of Poverty).
\end{itemize}
a virtual apologia for neighborhood segregation. Communities in the Twin Cities region were classified into opportunity tiers.\textsuperscript{350} But rather than array those tiers from high to low, the Council’s equity assessment identified advantages and disadvantages for each tier, making them appear in many respects equivalent. For instance, affluent suburban areas were identified as having “[a]bove average school performance” but “[l]ow access to social services,” while segregated central city areas were described as having “[h]igh access to social services” but “below average school performance.”\textsuperscript{351}

Simultaneously, the Met Council was working on a renewed Housing Policy Plan for the region, the first formal update of its housing plan in nearly 30 years.\textsuperscript{352} The plan it developed, which was adopted in 2014, echoed the ideas of the equity assessment.\textsuperscript{353} It formally eliminated Policy 39 conditioning funding on housing performance, which had last been articulated in 1985.\textsuperscript{354} Remarkably, despite the federal efforts to re-center housing segregation, the new Housing Policy Plan all but ignored the topic. Indeed, it only mentions the word four times: once describing future challenges for the region, once in a description of the equity assessment, and twice in a description of President Obama’s new affirmatively further rule—which it otherwise ignored.\textsuperscript{355}

The new housing plan updated the regional “housing need” calculation for every jurisdiction, and also updated LCA benchmarks for housing construction.\textsuperscript{356} In the most recent set of LCA goals, nearly every subset of communities was permitted to adopt a benchmark far below their allocated regional need—except the central cities, which were explicitly required to adopt a benchmark that was 100% of their allocated need. The central cities

\textsuperscript{350} METRO COUNCIL, Section Six: Opportunity in the Region, in Choice, Place, and Opportunity: An Equity Assessment of the Twin Cities Region 2–3 (2014). (“A second shortcoming of the [Cumulative Opportunity] Index is that it categorizes communities as either low or high opportunity rather than recognizing each community’s mix of assets and shortcomings. Consequently, it fails to capture the multi-dimensional nature of communities without labeling and stigmatizing some communities as ‘bad’ communities.”).

\textsuperscript{351} Id. at 5.

\textsuperscript{352} METRO COUNCIL, HOUSING POLICY PLAN 1 (2014) [hereinafter HOUSING POLICY PLAN].

\textsuperscript{353} See, e.g., id. at 136 (discussing the equity assessment).

\textsuperscript{354} Id. at 102–03.

\textsuperscript{355} See id. at 12, 58, 136.

were the only communities whose LCA benchmarks actually increased in relation to the previous round (see the figure below).  

At every stage of the Met Council’s policymaking process, civil rights advocates, including the authors of this article, attempted to draw attention to its missteps. In lengthy comments submitted on drafts of both the Equity Assessment and the Housing Policy Plan (as well as an amendment to the Housing Policy Plan in 2015), commenters drew attention to the reduced role of segregation in Council policy. This omission, commenters argued, was both inadvisable as a matter of regional policy, and likely violative of federal civil rights law. Nonetheless, these frustrations fell on

357. Calculations performed by the Institute on Metropolitan Opportunity.
358. See INST. ON METRO. OPPORTUNITY, COMMENTS ON THE METRO. COUNCIL PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE HOUSING POLICY PLAN 1 (2015) [hereinafter COMMENTS ON AMENDMENTS].
359. SECOND DRAFT COMMENTS, supra note 303, at 7 (“The Met Council ignores
deaf ears and no significant revisions were made as a result of civil rights concerns.\textsuperscript{360}

\textbf{D. Neo-Segregation in Twin Cities Housing Policy}

The abandonment of the Met Council’s historic emphasis on coordinated regional planning has resulted in the atomization of housing policy in the Twin Cities region. Individual developers or cities compete for housing resources, often seeking the path of least resistance to acquire and utilize those resources.\textsuperscript{361} Because of the long historical links between affordable development in non-White segregated neighborhoods, and the relative lack of affluent White exclusionary political forces in those areas, the path of least resistance is typically to concentrate affordable housing in those areas, further deepening segregation.\textsuperscript{362}

In a process that mirrors the charter school system’s eventual embrace of segregation, the entities that dominate modern affordable housing development have come to advocate against racial integration.\textsuperscript{363} Thus the Twin Cities have developed a complex stakeholder group with direct interests in promoting the continuation of the status quo of residential segregation—in short, housing neo-segregationists.

Early manifestations of this approach appeared in government, as Minneapolis and St. Paul developed policy mechanisms to recapture housing money that was being allocated to suburban areas.\textsuperscript{364} In 1980, the cities jointly created the Family Housing Fund, a “quasi-public” entity designed to help generate and allocate funding for central city housing projects.\textsuperscript{365} In its first decade of existence, the Family Housing Fund reported that it had created approximately 10,500 units of affordable housing in the central cities.\textsuperscript{366}

The Family Housing Fund still exists today, helping to produce hundreds of housing units annually, which are more likely to be the implications of the education data, even though it is clearly part of their duty under the Fair Housing Act and even though all of the FHEA material and webinars state this analysis of school segregation must be part of the FHEA.”; \textbf{COMMENTS ON AMENDMENTS, supra note 358, at 2 (“Federal law requires that the Council’s policies actively promote the racial integration of housing.”)}.

\textsuperscript{360} See \textit{HOUSING POLICY PLAN}, supra note 352.

\textsuperscript{361} See Orfield & Stancil, \textit{supra} note 258, at 23–24.

\textsuperscript{362} \textit{Id.} at 4.

\textsuperscript{363} \textit{Id.} at 26–27.

\textsuperscript{364} \textit{Id.} at 3.

\textsuperscript{365} \textit{Id.} at 3, 24.

\textsuperscript{366} \textit{Id.} at 24.
located in segregated census tracts than regional subsidized housing as a whole. It has, in the interim, spun off a number of subordinate organizations, such as the Twin Cities Community Land Bank and Twin Cities Housing Development Corporation, which have also at times have been described as quasi-public but now operate more or less independently.

Efforts to return housing subsidies to the central cities were assisted by the implementation, in 1987, of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) system. Prior to LIHTC, most federal housing subsidies were managed by HUD, an agency with a strong statutory civil rights mandate and a civil rights division. But in the second half of the 20th century, the amount of federal funding directed to public housing and these other subsidies rapidly declined—ironically, partly as a result of the concern that public housing was being constructed in a segregative fashion. In 1986, the Reagan administration created a broad new tax credit for use constructing subsidized housing. This tax credit is now the federal government’s primary contribution to subsidized housing construction, which has effectively privatized the affordable housing industry and placed it under the management of the Internal Revenue Service, a department with no civil rights expertise.

The advent of the LIHTC system muddled many of the avenues of control that the Met Council and other agencies had over housing siting. LIHTC projects are initially proposed by a developer—usually private—and agencies primarily exercise control over development with allocation criteria that incentivize certain types of proposals. As a result, subsidized units are more likely to be focused in areas where affordable housing developers are already experienced and active—primarily areas that are low-income and racially segregated. Coordinated regional policy is much more difficult when responsibility for individual projects lies

369. Id. at 27.
372. See id.
373. Orfield & Stancil, supra note 258, at 3.
with a dense cluster of individual private actors.\textsuperscript{374} And while housing funding agencies may give preference to projects that are integrative, or at least, not segregative, they will likely face pushback from the developers that are primary clients and may resent any effort to make subsidies harder to obtain.\textsuperscript{375} When lobbied by civil rights advocates to make their LIHTC allocation policies more integrative, or remove overtly segregative criteria, the Minnesota Housing Agency has responded reluctantly.\textsuperscript{376}

In the Twin Cities, central city development interests went a step further to secure tax credit funding. As pressure to restore subsidies to the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul mounted, the state legislature implemented a novel “suballocator” system.\textsuperscript{377} The suballocator system gives Minneapolis and St. Paul independent control of a separate pool of tax credits, while the state housing agency manages tax credit awards for most of the rest of the state, including most Twin Cities suburbs.\textsuperscript{378} As a result, the cities can protect their tax credits from suburban competition and set independent allocative criteria for that funding.\textsuperscript{379} Notably, the share of tax credits assigned to the central city was set at the time of the system’s implementation in 1987, and remained unchanged for many years, even while the cities’ share of metropolitan population dropped.\textsuperscript{380} The allocative system produced by the Council granted 35.6% of metropolitan tax credits to the Minneapolis and St. Paul suballocators, far greater than these cities’ share of the regional population.\textsuperscript{381} This share acts as an effective minimum allocation, but the cities are also eligible for

\begin{itemize}
  \item 374. See, e.g., \textit{id.} at 50–51.
  \item 375. \textit{id.} at 31.
  \item 377. \textit{id.} at 577.
  \item 378. \textit{id.} at 577.
  \item 379. \textit{id.} at 594 (noting that several suburban counties such as Dakota and Washington Counties and several non-metro cities are also suballocators); see also \textit{id.} at 594 (explaining that suburbs receive relatively small pools of tax credits; the primary divide remains between the two central cities and the state housing agency).
  \item 379. \textit{id.} at 594 ("Another important consideration is the way in which the allocation process shields geographic shares of LIHTC funding from competitive pressure. The suballocator system ensures that the vast majority of central city allocations cannot be diverted to the suburbs, no matter how much cheaper it is to pursue suburban development.").
  \item 380. After the state housing agency and Met Council faced a HUD fair housing complaint in 2015, the suballocator shares were finally adjusted to more closely align with population share. See \textit{Minn. Hous. Fin. Agency, Amended 2014/2015 Housing Tax Credit Program Procedural Manual} (2015).
  \item 381. Orfield et al., \textit{High Costs}, supra note 376, at 597.
\end{itemize}
additional credits, allocated by the state housing finance agency.\textsuperscript{382} Between 2006 and 2016, the cities received an average of 45\% of the regional allocation annually, and in some years, more than half the regional allocation.\textsuperscript{383}

The privatization and fragmentation of housing subsidy streams, as well as the new, central-city driven policy consensus on affordable housing development has helped feed the growth of a vast network of nonprofit corporations, housing-oriented financial institutions, public-private collaboratives, housing-centric foundation work, and other small-bore efforts.\textsuperscript{384}

This constellation of housing developers and other housing-related firms has created a welter of problems for Minnesota. Among the most severe of these is the seemingly irrepressible growth of affordable housing costs. There are limited cost controls on affordable housing development, and developers earn fees on a percentage-of-total-cost basis, creating a perverse incentive to drive costs up rather than minimize them. Perhaps relatedly, affordable development costs have skyrocketed. In recent years, it is not unusual for affordable housing projects to exceed $300,000, $400,000, and $500,000 per unit.\textsuperscript{385} Tellingly, these per-unit costs are actually lower in suburban areas, despite suburban projects tending to include larger units.\textsuperscript{386} Development costs tend to be higher in central cities, where projects are more likely to be managed by private nonprofit developers and include novel subsidies from many sources.\textsuperscript{387} Tax credit projects also tend to have higher development costs.\textsuperscript{388}

This lack of oversight and centralized coordination has given root to trends even more troubling than high costs. A recent fad in Minnesota affordable housing is the growth of ultra-high-cost subsidized housing projects where residents are predominantly White.\textsuperscript{389} Rather suspiciously, given the demographics of their residents, these buildings also tend to bill themselves as “artist housing,” which, under an obscure 2008 federal exemption, allows...
building managers to pre-screen residents.\textsuperscript{390} Often, these buildings are located in up-and-coming neighborhoods and have spectacular amenities, like gyms, yoga studios, and rooftop bars.\textsuperscript{391} One developer, Dominium, has made such projects a major part of its housing portfolio.\textsuperscript{392} It has produced several of the highest-cost projects in Minnesota, all of which are part of this trend.\textsuperscript{393} This included a $170 million rehab of a historic Pillsbury A-Mill into a soaring housing complex on the Minneapolis riverfront.\textsuperscript{394} Units in the A-Mill averaged $665,000 each—mostly for studio or one-bedroom apartments, albeit with fifteen-foot ceilings and sweeping views of downtown Minneapolis.\textsuperscript{395}

The dense web of affordable developers has become a political actor in its own right. The number of entities involved in affordable housing development (the Twin Cities alone contains dozens of community development corporations) and the complexity of their joint efforts (a single housing project can involve the participation of close to a dozen different for-profit and non-profit partners) makes it impossible to fully trace industry influence on housing policy.\textsuperscript{396} But there is no shortage of examples. The artist screening exemption mentioned above was added by the U.S. Congress after lobbying by a Minnesota-based affordable housing company.\textsuperscript{397} And they have not hesitated to protect their ability to develop where and when they want. After Dominium came under scrutiny for its work on yet another nine-figure rehab, it sought—and received—a change to Minnesota law which forbade the state housing agency from considering high costs when determining whether to fund the project.\textsuperscript{398} Dominium is also the highest contributor to a PAC—the Multi Housing Political Action Committee—representing developers in Minnesota state politics.\textsuperscript{399}

\textsuperscript{390} Id.
\textsuperscript{391} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{392} Id. at 32.
\textsuperscript{393} Id. at 1.
\textsuperscript{394} Id. at 17.
\textsuperscript{395} Id. at 4.
\textsuperscript{396} E.g., Orfield et al., \textit{High Costs}, supra note 376, at 601–02 (describing the Franklin-Portland project’s complex mix of funding sources).
\textsuperscript{397} \textit{White-Segregated Subsidized Housing}, supra note 389, at 5.
\textsuperscript{399} Search Contributors, MINN. CAMPAIGN FIN. BD., https://cfb.mn.gov/reports/#/contributors/ [https://perma.cc/NJA7-YLZ9].
Moreover, the largest entities sometimes partner directly with government bodies like the Met Council to coordinate housing and development choices. For instance, the Met Council and the aforementioned Family Housing Fund participated as leading partners on several local development coalitions, including the ostensibly-public Corridors of Opportunity program (funded by the 2010 Sustainable Communities grant and intended for development along urban transit corridors) and the ostensibly-private Central Corridor Funders’ Collaborative (to promote development along the Green Line transit corridor through Minneapolis and St. Paul).400 Both initiatives focused heavily on central-city housing development in high-frequency transit areas, ultimately driving greater urban subsidized housing development at the expense of projects in affluent, high-opportunity suburbs.401 Other frequent partners included the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (or LISC), a national affordable housing financial institution designed to facilitate funding streams to subsidized projects.402 LISC is so heavily connected to 1990s Democratic Leadership Conference neoliberalism that its 20-year board chair is Clinton Secretary of the Treasury Robert Rubin, infamous for his role promoting subprime lending.403 The organization participated in most major Twin Cities affordable housing policymaking of the previous decade, including both of the initiatives above.

Locally, developers have consolidated their efforts behind various entities, such as the Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers.404 They have also funded local nonprofits to support their efforts. For instance, developers have heavily

400. METRO. COUNCIL, CORRIDORS OF OPPORTUNITY, FINAL NARRATIVE REPORT 28 (2014) [hereinafter FINAL NARRATIVE REPORT] (listing Elizabeth Ryan of Family Housing Fund as a partner); see generally CENTRAL CORRIDOR FUNDERS COLLABORATIVE, THE FINAL REPORT (2016) (explaining the Metropolitan Council’s involvement as the designer/builder of the Green Line).

401. E.g., FINAL NARRATIVE REPORT, supra note 400, at 16–17 (describing site specific projects and pre-development projects, most of which are located in the central-city); see generally CENTRAL CORRIDOR FUNDERS COLLABORATIVE, supra note 400 (discussing affordable housing plans along the Central Corridor, a location in the city-center of the Twin Cities).

402. See FINAL NARRATIVE REPORT, supra note 400, at 17.


404. Orfield et al., HIGH COSTS, supra note 376, at 589 (“There is no truly ‘typical’ organization. Instead, the industry is composed of many heterogeneous firms. At present, the Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers (MCCD), which includes almost all the major players in the Twin Cities housing nonprofit scene, has 49 members, which range from tiny community groups to large nonprofits with yearly revenues in the tens of millions of dollars.”).
supported the Minnesota Housing Partnership. The organization blurs the line between lobbying and policy research, with its mission including “[p]rovid[ing] original research and education resources to generate public support of vital communities and affordable housing,” and “[d]riv[ing] efforts to secure the policies and funding needed at the regional, state, and federal levels to advance local housing and community development.” The organization’s board is primarily composed of the presidents of development companies, but also includes the housing and development directors from Minneapolis and St. Paul. For many years, the president of the A-Mill developer Dominium served as chair of this organization. The partnership’s research never touches core civil rights questions like segregation in housing but reliably emphasizes the need for more funding to combat shortages and gentrification.

This nonprofit industrial complex has helped spur the rise of a coterie of integration-skeptical academics, advocates, and attorneys. For example, a frequent partner of major Twin Cities housing nonprofits is the prominent Center for Urban and Regional Affairs at the University of Minnesota. The director of that institute, Edward Goetz, has positioned himself as a strong critic of housing integration policy for decades. Goetz has consistently maintained that the Fair Housing Act was not intended to include an integration mandate and that “the language of the act itself is unambiguously focused on eliminating private discrimination in the private housing market.” In recent years, he has published a book-length refutation of the idea that integration is a core aim of the Fair Housing Act or should be a major goal of housing policy. His claims about the Act, in addition to contradicting every

405. See Who We Are, MINN. Hous. P’ship, https://www.mhponline.org/about [https://perma.cc/PWB9-DGZR] [hereinafter Who We Are].


407. See id.

408. See, e.g., MINN. Hous. P’ship, SOLD OUT (2016) (emphasizing increasing sales of rental property in the Twin Cities driving up rents).

409. See, e.g., Edward Goetz, Poverty-Pimping CDCs: The Search for Dispersal’s Next Bogeyman, 25 HOUS. POLY DEBATE 608, 610 (2015) (“Given these counter claims on housing policy, is there any evidence for the proposition that integration is a privileged objective of federal housing policy? Certainly not in the Fair Housing Act itself.”).


411. See id.
Supreme Court and Circuit Court interpretation to date, have been directly refuted by Walter Mondale, a co-author of the Act.412

This network of experts has played an important role in establishing a theoretical and academic framework for many of the neo-segregationist policies adopted by Minnesota governments and agencies. Most national research has shown clear benefits of integration in housing and schools, like the 2015 study by Harvard professor Raj Chetty that unambiguously showed that moving to affluent areas produced adult income benefits for low-income children.413 But Minnesota agencies have typically preferred to rely on local experts and advocates instead, many of whom could be relied upon to produce dissenting, integration-skeptical work.

For example, in the wake of a civil rights lawsuit requiring the Minneapolis Public Housing Authority to stop segregatively concentrating its public housing units in heavily-Black North Minneapolis, the Family Housing Fund and the Minnesota state housing agency hired Goetz to produce a lengthy evaluative report.414 Unsurprisingly, the resulting document suggested the lawsuit was ultimately unhelpful and argued that preserving community links was more important than attacking residential segregation.415 In similar fashion, as a component of its 2010 Sustainable Communities grant, the Met Council also hired a team of Minnesota-based private and academic consultants to conduct evaluation.416 That team included Goetz.417 It also included Jack Cann, a housing attorney who frequently represented subsidized developers, and has opposed policies that require integrative placement of affordable units, describing Met Council fair-share

412. Walter F. Mondale, The Civil Rights Law We Ignored, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 10, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/10/opinion/walter-mondale-fair-housing-act.html [https://perma.cc/9DJA-ALTG] (“At times, critics suggest the law’s integration aims should be sidelined in favor of colorblind enforcement measures that stamp out racial discrimination but do not serve the larger purpose of defeating systemic segregation. To the law’s drafters, these ideas were not in conflict.”).


415. Id. at 16–21.


policies as “dispersal” as early as 1973. Another member of Goetz’s Center sits on the board of the aforementioned Minnesota Housing Partnership.

Although the Met Council remains the regional governmental entity primarily responsible for civil rights backsliding, other local governments, particularly in the central cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, have undergone similar reversions under pressure from development interests. For example, in 2012, Minneapolis adopted a Consolidated Plan that weakened a previous bar on the use of HUD HOME funds to build affordable housing in racially identifiable neighborhoods.

Declining concern about segregation is also evident in other government processes. Jurisdictions receiving HUD funding also are required to submit a five-year report called an Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing (AI). Similar to the Met Council equity assessment discussed above, these reports require jurisdictions to identify demographic patterns, as well as obstacles to fair housing opportunity, including patterns of integration and segregation. In the Twin Cities region, the 13 HUD entitlement jurisdictions, which include Minneapolis, St. Paul, several large suburbs, and several counties, have coordinated their AI process, releasing a single “regional” AI that covers all communities.

Two such AIs have been completed in the past decade: one in 2020 and one in 2014. The latter entirely ignored the question of how racial segregation plays out in Minnesota. Although federal policy requires AI jurisdictions to identify public policies that have created fair housing obstacles, both AIs spared the jurisdictions themselves from critique and focused heavily on private-market factors that obstructed housing opportunity. Indeed, the 2014 AI avoided the word segregation altogether, except two brief summaries of third-party reports, a web survey response, and once
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422. WESTERN ECON. SERV., LLC, FAIR HOUS. IMPLEMENTATION COUNCIL, 2009 ANALYSIS OF IMPEDIMENTS TO FAIR HOUSING CHOICE: FINAL REPORT 1 (2009).
423. See id. at 11; HOUSINGLINK, FAIR HOUSING IMPLEMENTATION COUNCIL, 2014 ANALYSIS OF IMPEDIMENTS TO FAIR HOUSING CHOICE: TWIN CITIES REGION 6 (2015).
424. WESTERN ECON. SERV., LLC, supra note 422; HOUSINGLINK, supra note 423.
425. See HOUSINGLINK, supra note 423.
426. Id. at 43.
in the preface.\textsuperscript{427} Although comments were submitted identifying these and other shortcomings, local leaders remained resistant to changing the documents.\textsuperscript{428}

The growth of neo-segregationist thinking in Twin Cities housing politics reached a head in the mid-2010s. In 2014 and 2015, several Minneapolis neighborhood groups, a housing civil rights group, and three regional suburbs filed two HUD fair housing complaints.\textsuperscript{429} The first complaint was filed against the Met Council and the state housing agency, citing their abandonment of previous housing integration policies, including the fair-share policy.\textsuperscript{430} The second complaint was filed against the central cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, citing their longstanding practice of disproportionately siting new affordable development in low-income areas.\textsuperscript{431}

The complaints quickly became a flashpoint for housing politics. Exhibiting their deep skepticism of housing integration, local housing nonprofits, coordinated through several umbrella entities (most notably the Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers), quickly opposed both complaints.\textsuperscript{432} Developers organized letter-writing campaigns, arguing that the complaints would remove much-needed resources from poor areas, and attempted to intervene directly with HUD.\textsuperscript{433}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{427} See id. at 6, 73, 76, 121.
\item \textsuperscript{428} See, e.g., INST. ON METRO. OPPORTUNITY, COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT FHIC 2014 ANALYSIS OF IMPEDEMENTS FOR THE TWIN CITIES REGION (2015).
\item \textsuperscript{430} See MICAH Fair Housing Complaints to HUD, METRO. INTERFAITH COAL. ON AFFORDABLE HOUS., https://www.micah.org/hud-complaint [https://perma.cc/9873-TCKS] [hereinafter MICAH Complaints].
\item \textsuperscript{432} This opposition was primarily registered in materials distributed through the community. For example, one letter authored by the Consortium, on file with authors, claimed that the complaints were “[t]hwarting Business and Housing Opportunities” and focused heavily on how they would prevent additional housing funding in central city neighborhoods.
\item \textsuperscript{433} At a community meeting, the developer Urban Homeworks distributed postcards opposing the complaint, pre-addressed to HUD. A copy of this postcard is on file with the authors.
\end{itemize}
The second complaint, filed against Minneapolis and St. Paul, reached an ambiguous conclusion in 2016. Both cities entered into Voluntary Compliance Agreements with HUD, agreeing to take certain measures to improve their housing policies. Chief among these was a revision of the 2016 Analysis of Impediments. In what represented a tacit admission of the deficiencies of the 2016 submission, the revised document would be constructed by a Fair Housing Advisory Committee, and was required to include a renewed focus on integration, segregation, and public policies contributing to fair housing impediments.

However, the Fair Housing Advisory Committee process envisioned in the compliance agreements was complex and contentious. The committees included both the original complainants, as well as the city respondents. But after substantial lobbying by housing developers, a contingent of developer-friendly nonprofits—as well as several subsidized housing developers—were also awarded seats on the committee. These nonprofit members argued vociferously against inclusion of any material that would suggest that integration was a major objective of housing policy, and suggested that integration be defined more nebulously to include areas that were non-White segregated. The developers and nonprofit also argued that the

434. See MICAH Complaints, supra note 430 (“HUD announced agreements with the City of Minneapolis and the City of St. Paul to further housing choice and neighborhood opportunities in the two cities and the surrounding region.”).

435. See Voluntary Compliance Agreement Between the U.S. Dep’t of Hous. and Urb. Dev., the City of Minneapolis, the Metro. Interfaith Council on Affordable Hous., the Webber-Camden Neighborhood Org., the Whittier All., and the Folwell Neighborhood Ass’n (May 16, 2016).

436. Id.

437. Id. at 5.
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439. Minutes for the Fair Housing Advisory Committee meetings, on file with the authors, demonstrate the persistent efforts of developer-affiliated groups to steer the conversation away from the mandated subject of integration. Taken together, they form a useful illustration of how neo-segregationist organizations can take advantage of consensus-driven processes to protect their material interests by invoking equity and broadmindedness.

- In a June 29, 2016 meeting, a representative from community developer ACER spoke up to try to reframe the discussion away from segregation and integration.
- In a July 27, 2016 meeting, the lobbyist for development-oriented groups tries to argue against the notion of affordable housing concentration, arguing that too much housing cannot be concentrated in a neighborhood.
- In a September 28, 2016 meeting, the ACER representative spoke up again to criticize the use of the term integration.
- In the same meeting, the lobbyist speaks up to say he has a fundamental disagreement with other people at the table about where investment should
focus of the revised AI should be gentrification and housing displacement, phenomena which conveniently served as a justification for the preexisting policy of siting subsidized housing in low-income areas.

As a result of these efforts, the final revised AI represented both a substantial improvement over the previous submission, and a policy mishmash that envisioned relatively minor changes. Most of the recommendations in the final revised AI were policies already adopted, or already under consideration, in the central cities. Meanwhile, the process was completed in the early months of the Trump administration, at a time when federal fair housing enforcement was collapsing. As a result, there has been, by all appearances, little follow-up oversight from federal agencies to ensure the cities are meeting even their small obligations.

The other HUD complaint, against the Met Council and state housing agency, was never resolved. Little progress was made after administrations changed in 2017. It remains to be seen how the matter will conclude.

---


Conclusion

In much of the academic world, a consensus exists around the positive benefits of integration, akin to the consensus around the causes and harms of climate change. Despite this, neo-segregationist views have spent decades accumulating support in the ranks of Minnesota institutions. This includes organizations with a direct interest in maintaining the segregated status quo, like affordable housing developers and charters schools. But it has also meant the collection of organizations that support, fund, and promote those entities. Minnesota’s largest philanthropies have flirted with neo-segregationism, absorbing figures from the government and nonprofit world who promote these ideas. For example, Lee Sheehy, the Deputy Attorney General who oversaw the gutting of the Minnesota school desegregation rule in 2019 and then served as the Met Council Regional Administrator, migrated to a position as the McKnight Foundation’s Director of Regions and Communities, where he spent over a decade heavily funding community developers. Sheehy even briefly served as interim president of the McKnight Foundation.

Neo-segregationism’s greatest political asset is how it depicts the status quo as desirable and change as reckless. This bias towards the status quo ensures that proponents of neo-segregationist policy can draw support from monied interests for whom major reform would be financially and politically disruptive. It also ensures that neo-segregationism can find easy support from political moderates of both parties. Charter schools, for instance, were developed with the support of both center-leaning business-affiliated Republicans, and center-leaning, business-oriented Democrats. Often, the campaign to promote charters, and defend the segregation they create, has become inextricably tangled with anti-union efforts from business interests.
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While the core strength of neo-segregation comes from how it protects the financial self-interest of the powerful, it has also made headway in academia. There is a cottage industry of think tanks and research organizations dedicated to supporting and assisting the housing industry and private education reformers, often directly funded by these industries. These institutions reliably produce research and analysis that conform neatly to the policy objectives of their benefactors—highlighting the benefits of affordable housing, lauding school choice as instrumental to closing achievement gaps, and attacking alternative interpretations of the evidence.

By design or otherwise, these institutions find themselves frequently in conflict with civil rights organizations, because a focus on segregation and racial isolation inevitably undercuts the assertion that technocratic, well-funded policy tinkering can eliminate racial disparities that have been growing since the 1990s.

This conflict threatens to damage hard-fought civil rights victories, especially in the legal realm. In order to protect funding streams and the status quo, neo-segregationists today have adopted legal arguments first advanced by right-wing groups like the Pacific Legal Foundation. They have actively sought to limit Brown v. Board of Education and its progeny, to obstruct the ability of cities and schools to voluntarily integrate, and to undermine core elements of the Fair Housing Act—most especially, its integration imperative.

In Minnesota these efforts are especially galling. Minnesota is the birthplace of a remarkable amount of American civil rights thinking—a history that should be celebrated. With the support of these allies, neo-segregationists are instead erasing and rewriting this history, contributing to greater racial inequality. As the civil rights era fades from living memory, it would be a travesty to allow non-union, and when charter educators do mount union campaigns, they almost always face tremendous opposition.
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segregation to prevail once again. Those who would have the United States divided should not be permitted to accomplish through policy subterfuge what they could not accomplish through open revolt or massive resistance. Minnesota should reclaim its civil rights heritage, reject segregation once and for all, and resume the march towards greater equality and integration.